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Tuition hike
slated for fall
0 4.75 percent increase less than private school norm
By Andrew Greiner

E(jtor-fl-Chlef

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Two Chicago firefighters gaze skyward as they bring a gumey to evacuate the injured from the 5alarm fire in the LaSalle Bank building, 135 S. LaSalle St. , in downtown Chicago on Dec. 6.

LaSalle fire endangers art
0 Columbia's photography museum to assist in repairing damaged photos
By Andrew Greiner

Edlor.fi.Ctief
In 1967, about the same time
Columbia was solidi fyi ng its
name as an arts coll ege. LaSalle
Bank started collecting photography.
Over th e years th e bank
amassed one of the most prestig ious collections of corporate
a rt in the world with more than
4,500 pieces, and on mo re than
one occas io n the bank has
crossed paths with Columbia.
Now, a ft er a Dec. 6 fire ravaged the 29t h floor of the
bank's hi storic art deco building at 135 S. LaSa lle St., there

is a fear that part of the LaSalle
Bank Photograph y Collection ,
housed in the b uilding, may
h ave been damaged .
Rod S lem mo ns, director of
the Mu seum of Contemporar y
Photography,
in
the
A lexa ndroff Campus Center,
600 S. Michigan Ave .. is working w ith LaSalle Bank to
restore the fire-damaged photos.
"Nobody's been in there yet
s o they don' t really know w hat
is damaged. I mean, those fire
guys pumped water in there for
more
than
fi ve
hours,"
Slemmons said . " The s tuff
below the 29th floor could be

severely water damaged and the
stuff above the 29th floor cou ld
be severely smoke damaged."
Slemmons, who has experience restoring fire-damaged
photos. sa id LaSalle is making
plans to sa lvage what they can
from the collection.
Shawn Platt, the first vice
pres ident di rector of public
relations for LaSalle and a n
adj unc t public relations professor at Columbi a, sa id that there
has been a huge outpouring of
s upport from the entire arts
community to help stabilize the
art collect ion.

See Fire Page 22

Students
returning
to
Columbia next year can bank on
paying a little more for their education.
The college's board of trustee•
voted Dec. I 0 to raise tuition by
4. 75 percent for the 2005-2006
school year. Pres ident Warrick L.
Caner is expected to make a formal announcement o f the
increase in the coming weeks.
The increase trans lates to
almost $706, bringing the average annual tu ition and fees up to
$ 15.587 from $14.880.
T raditionally, tuitio n increases
have been announced in the
spring months. Last year, tuition
freeze for the current school year
was announced in February.
But w ith the schedu led shift in
the college's academic calendar
for next year. offic ials believed it
was necessary to make the
announcement early.
" You want to get this information in the hands of your admiss ions office as soon as possible,"
said Mark Lloyd, assistant vice
pres ident of marketing and communications.
"Students will be staning two
to three weeks earlier than in the
past, so everything has had to be
accelerated so that we can get
information into the hands of
pros pective students and current

students as soon as possible •o
they can make decisions.""
Because of the early announcement. it is difficult to gauge how
Columbia's tuition increase lines
up with those at other colleges.
But. based on data from last vcar.
the 4.75 percent increa•c ·falls
below the national average.
According to figures from The
College Board. a not-for-profit
group that compi les data o n higher educatio n institutions. the
national

average

for

tuition

increases at four-year private colleges last year was 6 percent. and
the average tuition hovered
around $20.000.
"The college is holding to what
it said last year. that it would not
have another large increase:· said
Mark Kelly. vice president of
student affairs.
College Board data from the
past I 0 years show that tuition
increases have stayed between 5
percent and 8 percent nationa ll y.
But Kelly said that for the
three years prior to this year's
zero tuition hike. Columb ia
increased tuition by a total of 30
percent.
The last Columbia tuiti on
increase came during the 20032004 school year. whic h raised
tuition by 8.5 percent to $ 14,880.
Despite the school's first push
over
the
$ 15,000
mark.
Columbia's tuitio n sti ll fall s

See Tuition Page 6

Carter's house not for sale
0 IRS ordered college to pay $ 190,000 in taxes for the president's home
~Anchw Greiner

Ml8l

After 17 months on the market
the presidential residence 81 1258 N.
LaSalle St is no longer for sale.
Columbia's board of trustees
vOied 81 a recent meeting to take the
mansion off the real~te market.
The 15-room. 8.300 square-fOOl
townhouse in Chicago's Gold Coast
neighborhood was put up for sale in
July 2003 with a list price of $3.8
million.
President Warrick L Carter suggested selling his home as a way to
plug holes in a multimillion.ootlar
budget deficit in May 2003. But
after nearly a year and a half. and an
apparent lack of interest in the townhouse. which dates back to the mid1800s. the property is no longer for

sale.
The decision to take the propeny

Cl)

my desk. I can't leave my socks
out"
Millie Rosenbloom, president and
CEO of the Habitat Company
Brokerage Division, whose firm lisled the propeny, said, ·we took it off
the market because [the Carters] are
just going to stay there and enjoy the
house."
Carter and his wife, Lawel. will
cootinue to occupy the top two
floors of the townhome. which are
relegated as private space. and the
flfSI flooc will remain as a public
space to be used for coUegewide
fund-misers. events and gatherings.
Since the coUege acquired the

house in November 2000, it has
been a source of controversy among
members of the coUege community,
due to its multimillion-doUar price
tag and it's location miles away
from the South Loop.
Most recently, the coUege was
ordered by the lRS to pay $190,000
in taxes on the home, 5 percent of its
total value, because the college
failed to host enough school events
at the residence, said Michael
DeSalle, Columbia's vice president
of finance and chief financial officer.
" The tax law is very clear as it pertains to the president's residence. If
you do not use the residence within
the specified tenns, it becomes taxable for the president.. DeSalle said
The $190.000 tax showed up as
an expense item on Carter·s 2003David llaki/The Chronocle
2004 lRS form 990, boosting the The home of Columbia President Warrick L. Carter, located at
president·s total compensation
1
N. LaSalle St., first went up for sale in July 2003. Carter
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stay at the residence, taking it off the market.,
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off the marlret comes as a relief to
Carter, who, in an October press
conference, told The Chronicle that
he was sick of living in a "fishbowl."
''I wish the board would make a
decision soon," Carter said. "As it is
now. I can't leave business papers on

A&tiliMBIA COLLEGE
Hey guys, check out
the 'Dolls' at Columbia

Page15

City Beat
Hollywood: a
Chicago tradition
Page 23
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North of Chicago, things
are movin' on up

A

few week> ago. 13111
Cosby
was cracki ng
joke; abou t my hometown. and I cou ldn 't be happier.
O n Dec. 3. Co>by visi ted my
ci ty- Waukega n. Ill., l oca ted 40
miles north o f Chicago in w hat
w as a milesto ne of son s for the
mid, ized lakefront town. He perfor med a 90-mi nut e standu p ac t
in a downtown thea ter.
It may not so und like much.
but an A - l ister l ike Cosby perfor ming in Wa ukega n speak s
volumes for the c ity's turn around .
It wasn't that long ago that
Waukegan was no t a n! cc p lace
to be. I remember not being
all o wed to go downt ow n beca use
it w as unsa fe for a JQ. yea r-o ld
boy.
Waukegan's version o f Main
Street America, Ge nesee Street,
was rife wit h cri me , fail ed storefrom businesses and an odoriferous lakefront that emiued it s
no.x ious dead fi sh smell across
the do wn to wn.
T hings were bad .
A few years ago. a newly
dec ted ma yor with gra ndiose
plan s for a downtown revita li zation died ju st weeks af'le r hi s

inau gurati on. and there was a
fear that hi s pl ans would d ie wi th
him.
An emer gency cou11<.: il meet in g was called, a successor c hosen and a dec is ion wa s made to
sta y the co urse.
A t the center o f the late
mayor 's lake front dreams was
the Ge nesee Theater. a 77 -ycarold. dilapidated vaudevillian
sta gl: tha t see med to symbolize

Waukegan- o nce majesti c and
full of life. but now run dow n
and use less.
That al l chan ged when Cosby
ca rne to Waukegan for the grand
re-openin g of th e restored
Genesee Theater.

Co; by i ; th e fir;t in what city
official> hope will be a slew of
marquee talents to perform.
prompt ing a wa ve of re>ident > to
pum p money into the local economy.
Si nce earl y 200 I . Waukega n
ha s poured near Iy $20 m iII ion
into the theater' s resto ration.
And, by al l accounts, the grand
re -opening was a reso und i ng
success. w ith Waukega n's di gni taries and o ffic ia ls stro ll ing
around in tuxedos. beami ng
about their new diam ond -in-thero ugh theater.
A uendees were surpri sed by
the ma in street renovatio n: the
new archit ec ture. the ample
p<~r ki ng -~li u n g with the th etlter.
the ci ty instal led a four-sto r y
park i ng garage- and th e overall
ambience o f the hi stor ic stree t.
Nei ther the Genesee nor Cos by
can
si ngle- hand edl y
save
Waukegan from the depressi on.
The town i s still wracked wit h a
struggling econo m y, crime is
still hi gh and poverty i s preva len t. w hich al l make Waukeg;m a
lot l ike many o ther Ru st Belt
towns.
But what ma kes Waukega n
spec ial i s that o ffi ci al s have
taken matters in to th eir ow n
hands.
1\. t a time when co untless
towns arc turning to the lik e~ o f
W<d- Mart and Target to save
th eir econo mics, Wau kegan is
doi ng it another way.
Wauke ga n
wa s
o ffi ciall y
incorporated as a town i n 1849.
Its nam e comes from the
Po tawatami term for "little fort."
beca use that 's w hat Waukeg,an
started as. a l iule fort on the
shores o f Lak e Mi chi gan .
At one point, the l akefront wa s
a bu stling mark etplace; Genesee
Street had a Globe department
sto re and a Hines department
store, and some of the town 's

o lder resident s to ld me that
Go ld blaus was a nice place to
go.
M y gra ndfather stil l tells me
stories about w hat a treat it was
to go downtown and shop.
It's not so l illie anymore. The
populatio n borders on 90,000
and more than I 0 percent o f its
people li ve below the poverty
l ine.
The players in Waukegan are
trying to recapture a time when
d o wntown Wauke gan was a
pl ace to be and Genesee Street
was res pec tab le. Offi cials are
do ing it with a mix o f i ngenuity
and
tough
love- Waukega n
po lic ~ j ust busted a downtown
bar on pros t i tut ion cha rgespounding home the message that
Waukegan w i ll be classy o nce
again.
The Genesee Theater is the
f irst install ment in a complete
redesi gn o f the town 's lakefront.
Plan s for new storefronts and
gatherin g spaces, as well as better beac h access and less o f that
f ishy smel l , all play into the
vi sion for Waukegan. Officials
are hoping Wau kegan residents
will go down town and spend
their hard -earned money. st imul ate th e l oca l econo m y and
all ow i ng for more reno vations
a nd upgrades- a not-so vi cious
cycle.
At the grand o pening. Cosby
summed up why thi s renovation
is so great.
"OK . OK. I ' m here in-umWaukcga n." he said on stage. '"I
am not- 1 am no t- i n Chi cago .
I'm in your own c it y. . You did
not have to dri ve someplace else
to go sec som ebody. Nobody i s
say ing. · waukega n what '1' T hi s
is very ni ce. and I 'm feel in g
good to be the first."

-agreiner@chroniclemail.com
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For more info rmation on graduation. go to www. colum. edu/com ~
mmceme/11 or call Jill Summers at
(312) 344-7928.
•A Bushel and a Peck

•Crack the nuts

From Dec. 15 - 19 , Co lumbi a
theat er students will pe r form
" Guys and Do ll s" at th e G etz
Theater. 62 E. li th Street.
The we ll -k n o wn mu si ca l
fea tu res
songs
su c h
as
"Adelaide 's Lament ," " I ' l l
Know" and ''A Bushel and a
Peck." Ge neral ad mi ssi o n fo r
the musical i s $10-$ 14 and
student s get in free .

On Dec. 16, the Col umbia
Co l lege Jazz Ensemble will
perform
Duke
Ellington's
" Nutcracker."
The performan ce. whi ch
takes p lace at the Concert H al l
of the Mu sic C enter. 10 14 S.
Mi chi gan A ve. , is Ellin gton's
jazz version o f the class ic ba llet. The show runs from 12 :30
to I :30 p.m.

For mo re information . ca ll
(312) 344-6 126.

For more info rmation, call
Joe Cerq11a at (31 2) ]44 -6 / 79.

• Sunday, Sunday, Sunday
If graduat io n i s on yo ur
agenda thi s year, note that th e
co mmen cement cere m on y fo r
gra duate and u nder gradua te
stu dent s will tak e p l ace o n
June 5 , 20 05 .
The c hange from a Sa turda y
to a Sund ay prevents gradua tio n fr om taking place durin g
Sat urd ay classes. Th e ce remo ni es take p l ace at the U I C
Pa vili o n, 1 150 W. Harri son
St.

We~ther

•They have a vision of
art
''Li m i nal : An Ann ual Vi sual
Environments
C l ass
I nstalla tion Exh i bi ti on" is on
display fro m Dec. 16-1 7 in the
C33 Galler y, 33 E . Congress
Parkway.
The ex h ibi t f eatures work
from the Cen ter for Book and
Paper Arts MFA students in the
In terdiscip li na r y A rts course
Visu al
En vironments. T he
openin g r ecepti on for the
exhibit i s on Dec. 16 from 5
, , p.m. to 7 p.m.

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____J

Did that art just move?

AccuWeather 7-day
forecast for Chicago
:\lunda~.

Dec. 13

Windy and cold High 32,
with clouds and Low 20,
sun
Tucsda~.

Dec. 14
High 28'
Low 18'

Partly sunny

Wednesday, Dec. 15
Mostly sunny
Thursda~.

Mostly cloudy
Frida~.

High 36'
Low 24'

Dec. 16

•Public displays of art
Artist-in- residence Anders
Kruger l ec tures as a final
pr esenter in the Fall 2004
Art Talk Seri es o n D ec. 15.
Th e di sc u ss i o n i nc l udes
ta l k of p ubli c art and archi tec ture. The event t akes
place in R oo m 203 of the
W aba sh Cam pu s Building.
623 S. W ab as h A ve .. from
6 :30 to 7:30 p.m. Adm i ssion
i s free .

Fo r more info rm ation ,
co nta c t Amy M oo ney at
(31 2) 344-85/2.

High 36'
LDw 26'

Dct·. 17

Mostly cloudy
with flurries

High 34'
Low 20'

S:tturda~ . De~.

Partly sunny

Mostly sunny

Art and Design major Annie Folie runs through her early morning routine in the window space in
front of the Museum of Contemporary Photography In the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., on Dec. 6 as a living art piece for Matt Wilson's Pertormance Art class.

For more information, call
(31 2) 344-7696.

Ill

High 30'
Low 16'

Hlgh35'

Low22'

All forecasts provided byAccu Weather.com~2004

If you have an
upcoming event
or announce·
m~nt, c~ll The
Chromcle's
news desk at
(312) 344-~254
ot e-rnatl
chromcle@
colum.edu.
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Columbia's logo gets an overhaul
0 College officials stress the importance of Columbia's re-identification process as a tool to recruit potential students
By Scott Carlson
News Elftl)(
Say goodbye to the o ld look
of Colu_mbia. "Create Change"
is here to s tay.
The college announced Dec. 7
it wi ll replace its c urrent vis ual s
w ith a different look-one
that 's more reflec tive of the college to prospect ive s tudents and
emp loyees, said Mark Lloyd ,
vice pres ident of marketing and
communicatio ns.
"Peo ple know us, but they
don't know what we s tand for,"
Lloyd said. " To enhance an
institutional brand, you ha ve to
have a cons istent visua l look ,
but you also have to stand fo r
something."
According to Ll oyd, the new
branding, w hi c h will show up in
the college's main advertis ing
methods, including the website,
is more than j ust the " Create
C ha nge" logo, which premiered
las t s ummer.
Columbia's look includes a
new co lo r pale tte, new business
card s and letterhead, and new
typeface recommendations for
a ll printed m ~ t e ria l s-a ll of
whic h are c urre ntl y available
for o rder, said Mary Jo hnson,
d irec to r
of Creat ive
and
P rinting Services at Co lum bia .
The college has recommended
that facult y a nd staff members
use their re mainin g stock s o f
curren t

business

cards,

envelo pes a nd le tterheads unti I
Sept. I , 2005, when the o ld look
wi ll be permane ntl y phased out,

IJ!ge. Jo hnson sa id the color has
been c hanged to a mo re s ubdu ed
s hade of blue for the new look.
Johnson also said the m aterials that w ill be used in advertising a lo ng with the new look a re
either s tude nt-created artwork
or conceptual photos that tell
tHe s tory less literally than journalis tic photos.
Columb ia's d o uble -C logo.
whic h used to adorn bus iness
cards and letterheads, w ill be
swapped with the "C reate
Change" logo to keep the image
unifi ed, but also beca use the ·old
logo was too c lose to the C ity
Coll eges o f C hicago logo,
Lloyd said .
The re formatting of the college's stationery is part of a
larger
v is ual
refo rm
for
Columbia. A ltho ug h not implemen ted by the sa me de partme nts, Lloyd said the new stationery
design
follows
Columbia's e fforts to raise the
sc hool's visib il ity in the South
Loop community, s uch as a
Here to stay: the 'C reate paint j ob for the co llege's bu ildC h ange' logo, introduced to ings.
Columbia late this summer.
Co lumbia began its searc h for
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' a new loo k last year w ith a webtho usands o f dollars to properly based research projec t invo lving
identify and brand their schools. 4,000 alumn i a nd a te lephone
Smaller institu t ions, he said , sur vey of peop le who have no
mi g ht pay from $25,000 to h istory w ith the co ll ege but
$30 ,000, depending o n the ou t- ha ve a ca paci ty or hi story o f
come des ired by the ins titu tion.
g ivi ng to arts ins tituti o ns, Lloyd
Jo hnson sa id the onl y elem e nt sa id .
in the new look tha t exi sted in
A lo ng with the I ,000 a lu mni
the ol d is an ho mage ro pe ri w in - who res pond ed and the 75
kle blue, a colo r that has long potential do no rs ph o ned , the
been assoc ia ted with th e col- co llege also set up focu s g roups
and · then acq uir'e new s tatio nery.
Lloy d s aid Columbia s pent
$12,000 to research the project.
Bart Crosby, founder of
Crosby and A ssoc iates. a
Chicago-based
firm
that
designed the identification and
brandin g o f the University of
C hi cago's Graduate School of
Business, said larger institu t io ns o ften pay hundreds of

with students.
"When we did research, people described us as being youn g,
vibrant, all that sort o f stuff,"
Lloyd said . "The new look is
designed to reflect the brand
personality in visual te rms."
The coll ege a lso for med the
Market ing Operations Group,
an assembly o f fac ulty and staff
mem bers that looked at how
Co lumbia m arkets itself across

people using search e ngines for
arts and media schools were not
getting Columb ia as a top result.
Lloyd said the school's target
visibil ity is 60 percent.
Approximatel y 60 to 70 percent of Columbia's undergraduate applicatio ns are submitted
o nline, sa id Mu rp hy M onroe,
director o f admissions . Because
of the mileage the sc hool gets
from its websi te Lloyd sa id
there is a n inte rest in making il
easie r to use a nd mo re accessible for prospec ti ve studen ts,
d onors and emp loyees.
"A prett y substanti a l part of
o ur business comes off our website," Lloyd sa id. "Prospective
e mployees spend a lot of time
o n o ur website before they
come to me for their inte rview,
so we need to make our webs ite
a n acc urate reflectio n o f o ur
brand, but also to make it as
access ible as possible."
"A cohes ive identity for the

~;=.====.=;::=;==;;;=:;==,:::=,=;:=i co II ege is rea II y important, so

"

a numbe r of disciplines. T he
group rev iewed, researched, and
hel ped shape the "Create
Change" logo.
Lloyd said Col umbia's websi te is a lso d ue for a visual overhaul to bring it in line with the
new look. O utside assess me nts
of Col u mbia 's websi te placed
.the college's online visi bi lity a t
13.6 percent, mea nin g m ost

that we make sure that every
co mmunicati on to prospecti ve
stude nts or people in a positio n
to influence prospec ti ve stud en ts
is identified as a
Columbia Co ll ege promotio nal
piece," Monroe said.
J o h nson sa id the college
hopes to have fin is hed it s ide ntity manual, a tool a ll colleges
and corporations use to un ify
details o f its visua l identity with
inter nal and ex ternal des igners,
by Jan . I .

Campus window
gets tagged again
0 Window replacements cost Columbia big money
By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News Edtl)(
Whi le the opening reception o f
Columbia's graffiti exhibition was
deemed a success by organizers,
some unknown vandals decided to
leave their mark by tagging the
window of the Wabas h Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., during the event.
At approximately 8 p.m. on Dec.
8, Columbia's Wood shop Manager
Jim Zimpel left work a nd discove red a few vandals tagging the window o f the Wabash Campus
Building. Zimpel immediately
called wood s hop technician
Christopher Kerr, and, according to
Z impel. Kerr quickly called security.
It is unknown exact! y what substance was used on the w indow, but
according to Mike Debish, associate vice president of facilities and
operations, it was some kind o f
etching compound, an acid that will
roughen up the surface of glass, and
is permane nt.
" It 's just a shame that in the
whole magnitude of things, this c reates a hefty price tag," Debish said.
"This one window alone, we're
estimating, will cost $1,300."
The $1,300 is a modest amount

compared with the total amount of
money s pent to remove graffiti
around campus. This year alone,
$27,000 has been spent o n replacing broken a nd tagged wi ndows
across campus, according to
Debish. Tagged glass replacements·
alone have cost Columbia more
than $10,000, which inevi tably
comes out of tuition dollars.
"Vandalism of any kind is hard t(l
understand," Debish said.
According to Manha Meegan,
director of campus safety, the security offi cers at the front desk of the
Wabash Campus Bui lding were
away fro m their desk responding to
another call when Kerr reponed the
Eric DavlsfThe Chromcte
- tagging.
Lo uis Smith of ABM Janitorial Services attempts to remove the tagging from the outside window
" When the officer went to check of .the Wabash Campus Bu ilding, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Despite scru b bing, the white substa nce
out the glass," Meegan said, " there a ppeared to be etched into the w indow, which will now have to be replaced, costing the college
$1,300.
were no people out there."
Meegan said the situa tio n is graffiti as a n an form," Z impel said . involved," Caffey saiil. " We were an event to create positivity and
under inves tigatio n and security "It's just a shame because the peo- willing to take it."
unity a mongst graffiti write rs,"
officers are questioning two indi- ple in the s how were trying to do
The
student-run
Gra ffiti Monarrez said. "Sometimes yoo
viduals who witnessed the tagging.
somethi ng positive, and people had Organization proposed the exhibit have graffiti anists that are just
There is no evidence that the tag- to ruin it."
for the Hokin Gallery and, Caffey ignorant."
ging incident is related to the graffiJul ie Caffey, assistant director of said, the exhibit had a lot of merit
Steps are being taken to find out
ti exhibit in any way, but both C-spaces. said she is disappointed and integrity.
who committed these ·acts. but it's
Meegan and Zimpel were disap- in whoever vandalized the school.
Epifanio Monarrez, vice presi- hard to regulate these things,
poi nted that people felt the need to She said it s hould not take away dent of the Graffiti Organization. Debish said.
vandalize when there was an oppor- from the success of the Graffiti was happy about the reception.
"We always ask the community
tunity for the m to put their work in Organization's exhibit.
Some graffiti writers give others a to step forward with any i nforrna"We knew when we accepted this bad name, he said.
an exhibit.
tion they may have regarding these
"I don't have anything against ex hibit there would be some risk
"(The Graffiti Organization] had individuals," Meegan said.
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 s. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Frequenc

Events

??)~~

Columbia College Television Dept.

Program Guide for University (enter on Channel 32

in the lobby Monday at 12:30 pm

Frequency Television wants to air your
Videos, Animations, Films
or Motion Graphics

Monday Decem ber 13
Columbia College Singers Alliance
7 :00PM

Conlacl frequency TV for further instructions

Tuesday December 14
Student Concert Series
7:00 PM
Wednesday December 15
Hakim Murphy Independent Project
7~ 00 PM
Thursday December 16
Ellir1gton's Nutcracker
Colu'~bia College Jazz Ensemble

'M

.

12:30
Jon Fad is Workshop:
,
\
What It
ans to be a Musician "'
, ~.~9J'l PM
Brenna Kyner Senior Recital
6 :00PM
~;

\.

Friday December 17
The Association for Advancement of
Creative Musicians
7:30 PM
For t1d<els to lh1s evem and rrore it#ormal1011 caB 312·'344·7559
Mus1c students please rese/Ve free tic!<.~ts at !he ~ird floor reception deslt

Camgus Update
(o.lumbio sf orum for campus news, announternents, e\'lllllt,weother info &more. ..
MWFSu: 6o, 8«, tOo, l2p, 2p,-1p, 6p ~; 7o, 9tt;"llo, lp,lp, 5p, 7p, 9p, lip

Exposure'

.

'

Pro fifes of Columbia's fiKIIIIy, sto.ff'& ~~ms in 1heirfield of experti>e.
This week's feo1Ured artist louren Jklhlri, fashion Management major
MWfSu: 10:30a
llSo: 7:30p

Reel Stuff
Aptofile of student film, video, animolion & documentary proje<ls.
This week's featured artist: .Jamison Acker, film major
MWFSu: llo
TRSo: ip

Hot Spots
For more info ; 312-344-0:300
Music Center pi anos provided by Ortl~ar~'$ MU$IcvUie,lnc.

Afost-pow( enterlainmerit program that visits different venues around Cflicogo.
f'eolured: Borinquen, Gorfte!d Park, Waveland Bowl
MWFSu: 11 :30o
TRSo: 8:3Up
··<'\·

~

N-ews beat .

.. , .

Re-broadcasted news program produced by !he students of tlte Television and .
Journalism Departments.
I
·
11:: 9:30p

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

Master of Science in Education Program

Stay Leaving
.Dance major Tobhha Foes' senior donee projea
MWFSu: 1p
TRSo: lOp

A re you thinking abo ut going back to school?

Information Sessions
Learn about earning a Master of Science in Education
degree with a focus in :
Higher Ed ucation Administration and Policy
Ele mentary Teaching
Secondary Teaching
A d vanced Te aching

Tuesday, December 14,2004
Monday, January 17,2005
Se ·sions held fro m 5:30-7:00 PM at:
Walter Annenberg Hall , 3'd Floor
2120 Campus Drive
Evanston, IL 60208

A/V Squad (NLJ

,;· e hof!dubs.

,Jteel musicians and dj'sfrom around.
MWfSu: Bp & 8:30p

"

'

New York's Village Ho

.· ·Parade (NL}

Kathleen Murphy and Dee Snider host !he 31st annuol Kew York's Village Parade.
MWFSu: 9p
<
.,

Comedy Academy (NLJ

,

..

In this spe<iol eaitian of.Comedy Acodemy we fealure,'-6;9, The Highway ... Bock
Home. Again", a fun story oboul mild hood frienlktfiat Party alithe way lo
adulthood.
MWFSu: lOp

~-------------------- ---- ------------------ 1

: Early Admission Deadline for Fall 2005: January 7, 2005 :

L------------------------------------------1
!'lease I?S\'1' by calling : (8-17) -167-1-158, or e-mailing
'"·' ·ed {lrog(<~·ma if..,·cst~. nortfl H'est er11. cdtt
Directi OilS at \\"\\'\V.St' Sp.northwestern. eo u/Cummun l))i l'l'Cl ion. ht ml

www.sesp.northwestern.edu/msed

(Nl) National lampoon Nelwo~ Programming
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Fiction Writing Department

Looking
for a class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!

Christ the King
Advent-worship ·

Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
view our course descriptions on Oasis
during Registration for Spring 2005,
now through February 18.
For more information call 312-344-7611

Classes available in
Short Stories
Novels
Creative Nonfiction
Script Forms

This is Columbia.

Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and
the job market.

TI-E

COLUMBIA

CHRONICLE

your paper, your news. your voice.
' - - - - - - www.columbiachronicle.com - - - - - - - l

Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue
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Campus News

Def poet takes on Columbia
0 Student poets and singers express themselves at the Dec. 9 Big Mouth event
By Jennifer Sabella
Ass1s1an1 News Ed1lor

Def Poetry Jammer Staceyann
Chin brought her raw e motion
and political mi nd to Columbia
for a Bi g Mouth open mic event
Dec. 9.
Big Mouth is a show dedicated to ~:iving Col umbia sw dems
a cha nce 10 have their music.
poetry or spoken-word heard by
their peers. The even t usua lly
features a gues t pe rfo rme r. but
Chi n had the Co naway Cen ter in
the 1104 Ce nter. 1104 S.
Wabash Ave .. filled with more
studems than usual. anxious to
hear wha t she had to say.
"T hese eve nt s are very important ," C hin said. " ll's imponam
for me to hear these vo ice s. to
remind me of the reasons 'why
we do what we do."
Chin sat through many swdem
poets and singers before heading
to the stage , watching as th ey
read poems o f los t love, rac ism
a nd sexua l experience .
''I'm c ranky and I haven ' t had
sex in three mo nths." C hin said
to an e mhusiasti c crowd when
she took the stage a lillie afte r 8
p.m.
Her poems spo ke of be ing a
Jamaica n and As ia n woman, lesbiani sm and th e nalUre o f the
world aro und he r. He r vo ice
ranged fro m so ft -s po ken to
sho utin g as she moved her ti ny,

110- po und fr a me with he r
poems, appeari ng quite comfo rtable on the s tage.
·
C hin read poems that ra nged
fro m eroti c to politica l, throwing comica l ha ikus in the mix as
we ll . She al so spoke to the
c rowd abo ut the imponance of
. be in g a poet today.
"Not si nce the 1970s have
there been so many !poetic !
voices," Ch in sai d, "in pe rson.
in publi c, in the mainstrea m."
C hin wa s a n o rig inal ca st
me m ber in Russell Simm o n' s
"Def Poetr y Ja m," a Tony
award-w inning lOuri ng poetry
group, th at has received a great
deal of a 11e n1 io n a nd critical
acc lai m .
Des pite her success in suc h a
large prod uct ion, C hin still
reads at coll eges across th e
country, and fee ls th at it 's
importa nl for stude ms to have a
cre ati ve o ut let a t this po int in
the ir lives.
"There wi ll always be a fo rum·
for discussing ide nti ty and selfdi scovery," C hin sa id .
Before C hin 's perfo rmance,
swde nt poe ts had their c hance to
read. A swdent who ca lls herse lf
"Le' T rice." read two o f her
work s and earne d a lo ud
applause fro m the aud ience.
" I was ne rvous," Le' Trice
said. " 1 ha ve some se ns iti ve to pics, and a lo t o f times people
snic ker. No body did thai."

Le' Trice said he r poems speak
o f the liberati o n o f peopl e,
whether it 's blac k people,
wome n or gay people. S he said
s he e njoyed the event a nd appreciated the o the r performances.
'·Everybody
was
coo l,"
Le ' Tri ce sa id. ':No body sounded
the sa me. it was greal. "
Freshma n ans, e nte nainme nl
and media manageme nt slUde m
Corey Lewis a Iso lOOk the stage
for hi s second Big Mo uth ex peri e nce.
" I usuall y foc us o n society
and the thi ngs a ro un d me,"
Lewis said.
He a lso said he a ppreciates
what Big Mo uth br ings to
Colum bia.
"! The perfo rmers) bri ng a lot
to the ta bl e," Lewi s said.
" They' re spe akin g o ut a bo ut
what they feel through an and
thro ug h rhy me."
Si nce the Ho kin Annex in the
Wabash C ampus Building, 623
S . Wabash Ave., has ·beg un co nstructio n, many Ho kin evenls
ha ve moved to the Conaway
Center.
Senio r thea te r s!Ud e nt and
Hok in
e m ployee
Rebecca
G allaghe r said the Big Mo uth on
Nov. 18 had a lo wer turnout,
wh ich she allributes to the
change o f locati o n a nd bad
we athe r.
"The cro wd has varied o n a ll
events here. Some there' s mo re,

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Del poet Stacyann Chin performs in the Conaway Center in the
11 04 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., during the Dec. 9 Big Mouth.
Chin, an artist living in New York City, is also a member of the.
cast of the Tony Award-winning 'Del Poetry Jam' on Broadway.
some less," Gallagher said.
" One thi ng they a ll have in common is th at a ll of the allendees
want to be here . T hey didn ' t just
stumble upon an event."
" (The students) are com ing

inlo who they are," Chin said
about the event. " They need a
space to make mis takes, a nd
f** * up, a nd ge t beller and get
worse."

Civic committee makes big plans for '05
0 More student in volve ment is desired in Columbi a's poli tically and sociall y active Civic Engagement Committee
By Jennifer Sabella
Ass~lant News Edtor

In 200 I, liberal education facu lty
member Lo uis Silverstei n decided
something needed to be done to get
the Co lumbia community engaged
in civic duties. After some talking
Civic
and
organizing,
the
Engagement Committee was born .
The CEC is sti ll alive and well,
but members are anxious to add
more students. CEC is open to all
Co lu mbia students, faculty and
staff. Its go al, accordi ng to
Silverstein, is to educate students
on how to become more politically
active.
" I was sitting and reflecting, just
thinking of the state of the world,
and o ur culture was moving in a
direction not conclusive of a free,
democratic soc iety," Si l ~erstein
said. "!The CEC] wishes to promo te a consciousness of c ivic
engagement and responsibi lity."

Mansion

Silverstein said the committee
slowed down last year due to all of
its members being actively
involved in the 2004 presidemial
e lection. This year, Silverstein said,
they hope to get more active within
the college and hopefully recruit
some new members.
"We're working with the Center
for
Teaching
Excellence,"
Silverstein said. "( Lott Hill] is
helping us develo p workshops
focusing o n c ivic engagement."
Other members of the Civic
Engagement Co mm ittee come
from different parts of the school,
including Alton Mi lle r, acti ng
directo r of public relations studies;
Carol Gulyas, reference and
instruction
librarian at the
Co lumbia library; Ju lie Caffey,
assistant director of C -Spaces; and
Kay Hartmann of the Art a nd
Design Departme nt.
One issue that all of the CEC

ThitiOD
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more than $500,000.
DeSalle attributed the lack of
college events at the mansion to
disorganization.
"2003 was the first year he was
in the home," DcSa lle >aid.
" Bcc<IU"e it was hi' lirM year, it wa"
hard to get everything up and runnmg. Thi " year, from what ! >oec. we

place at the residence in order to
meet the requirements for a tax
exemptio n.
" I don't know that there is a
magic number 1or events that must
wke place !." C hiara va lle said. " We
need to show that a significant
amo unt of wllegc event' take place
there. and I wei need to u"c it in var-

won't ha ve to

IOU\ wa y~.

pt1y

members agree o n is academic wanted to educate students to be
freedom, Silverstein said. G ulyas is the "authors of the culture of their
working o n having . the library co- times," Silverstein said.
sponsor events and panel discus"In order to author the culture of
[the student's] times, there has to
sions on academic freedom.
" Be ing a librarian, you' re very · be a culture to author," Silverstein
focused on inte llectual freedom," said. "(We all] have responsibilities
Gulyas said , "Never before, since to other members of the human
the early I 950s, has educational fam iiy."
Miller said he feels that the
freedom been so threatened."
Gulyl\S actively participated in CEC's mission would be better
the 2004 electio n by registering served if it were mo re included in
students to vote and helping out the curriculum at Columbia.
" I think that the committee can
any way she could. Although she
likes what CEC is doi ng, Gulyas be most effective if it developed
said student input and participatio n easy and useful ways for faculty
and students to figure o ut how to
would do the committee good.
" It would be great to have a col- engage students across the curriculaboratio n with so me of the stu· lum," Miller said. "I think everydents," she said. " We're working at thing [the CEC] has tried to do so
this together, it's a whole campus far has been admired."
The CEC is also working with
thing."
The com mittee based its missio n Karen Young at Media Democracy
on Columbia's which began in the Chicago to o rganize a public forum·
1960s, stating that the college called " Get Your Vo ice Back!

that tax:·

a load of those things," Chiara valle
said.
Caner said now that the house is
off the market, he feels a little mo re
comlo t1able, despite the increasl! in
college functions at the residence.
" No w I can leitve my drumsticks
out." ' aid Carter. a known jaa percu:-,~i< Hli ~t .

But it might not be lo ng hclitrc
the prc,.,ident "back in the lishbowl.

Bclorc 2003, the townho mc
underwent a 16-month. )2.35 mil-

Cl11aravallc " '"' the rc,.,ide ncc
It:" played hm t to nearl y 40 evc!lb

lion rc!\torat1o n where 11 w;.1 ~ con-

th1.., yea r. lrl<.:ludlllg dinner~ . mcct-

llllcommon to take homes o il the

vcncd f1orn md1 vidual apa11rncnt\
mto a '> Ingle re,.,idence.
Paul Chiara valle, a\,.,.ICtate v1ce
pre,.,tdcnt and chtcr of ' wlf or the
college, 'a1d the IRS requi re' that a
' ignilica nt amount of events take

mg ~. lund ral \cr-.. and ~ tudc nt hmclion\. lie agtccd wllh DcSallc 1n
thllt~ntg thattl"' yeat. 110 tax would
be lev ted agan.,.,t the propert y or the
pre,ident.
''l'hi' year, Carter '"" been doi11g

market l't.H the winter month!\.

According tt l DeSallc, it i~ not

" It \ hard to 'ell in a winter marhe " "d. 'They wi ll probabl y
put it back on the market come
~et."

!\pnng

Taking back politics, media and the
future of American democracy."
The forum will bring famous
people to Chicago to talk politics.
Possible keynote speakers include:
U .S. Re p. Jesse Jackson Jr.,
Janeane Garafolo, AI Franken,
Krist Novoselic and Eric Alterman.
Last year, the committee brought
Ralph Nader to Columbia, not necessarily for political reasons, but to
offer a perspective that was being
dismissed by the mainstream
media, Silverstein said.
More events are to come for the
CEC, Silverstein said, and he
encourages.all members of the college community to take part in
them.
For nwre informa tion on the
Civic Engagement Committee,
contact Louis Silverstein at (312)
344-7634 or Email him at /silver·
stein@colum.edu.

C01uinuedjrom From Page

nearly 25 perce nt below the
natio nal ave rage for private co lleges. making it one o f the most
affo rdable institutio ns.
"M y ho pe is that the college
contin ues to sta y be lo w the
nat ional average ," Ke ll y sai d.
No ne the less, some students
may have trouble covering the
ex tra $706 for tuitio n.
Max Morris . a sophomore art
and desi g n major, sa id he fcds
. li ke he won' t have a choice.
" I gucs> I ha ve to pay." he said .
1\ lthou gh he ack now led ged
that Columbia is one of the most
a ffordable pr ivate colleges in the
state , he said he still mig ht have
trouble swa llo wing the inc rease.

"[The fact that it is affordable]
is a beauti ful thing," Morris said.
" But it's still so much money."
Courtney Wylie, the Student
Government Associatio n's" press
sec re tary, said the tuition
increase wouldn' t bo the r her. as
lo ng as the money is used correc tly.
" I guess it depends on what it
is used for." Wylie sa id. " Maybe
the y can put the money to ward · a
stude nt center."
"The t·ollege has some tre me ndo us needs and some scarce
reso urces." Ke lly said. "so it is a
balanci ng act."
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W e're Washington Mutual and we're b lowin g in tO C hi cago· wirh a .

•·'· ··

NO FEE TO TALK TO ATELEPHONE BANKER

Free C hecking account that truly is free. That mea ns no monthly fee
no matte~ ·Whar your.:b.~!~nce, n~ dirccr d cposir requirc mcnr, and no

NO MONTHLY FEE
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BALANCE

ch arge

NO DIRECT DEPOSIT REQUIREMENT

to

ta lk to a telep h o ne barike'i:· It's a checkin g accou n t wi th

no hidden fees, pe riod . To open your truly Free C hecking

;~c~u nt, cal\.,

NO PER·CHECK CHARGES

....

VISAe CHECK CARD WITH NO ANNUAL FEE
l, .

1-800-788-7000 , or visi t any Wash ington Mutual Fi nanci al Cente r.

B Washington Mutual
MORE HUMAN INTEREST;·
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CHOLARSHIPCOLUMBIA
COLLEGE CHICAGO
FOR STUDENTS AT

1)-qA~s~l~s-h;?
s
ART
DESIGN

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

&

, Tne PatfiCi a McCarty Scnolarstllp Fund (Deadline: March 18. 2005)

• Poug•alls F1ne Art s Award (Deadline: Apnl 2005)

• PreCIOUS Lasnley faSOIOn Scnolarsnlp (Deadline: SpMg 2005)

ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT 8c MEDIA MANAGEMENT

MUSIC
• Mus1c Depart ment Scholarship (Deadline: December 18. 2004)

• Tne Make A Dent Scholarsi "P (Deadlme: May 20. 2005)

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Prec1ous Lashl ey Fash1on Scholarship (Dead \me: Spr1ng 2005}

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadlme: May 6, 2005)

• Tnc Cnuck Suber Scnolarst11p (Deadline: Marcn 15. 2005)

RADIO

ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

• lrv Kupcmel Media Arts ScnolarshiP (Marcn 18 . 2005)

• M1chael Fryz1ew1CZ Scholar ship {Oeadlme: June 1. 2005)

SENIOR SEMINAR
• Jane Alexandroff Semor ProJeCt Award (Deadline: Spflng 2005)

DANCE
• For est Foundat1on Scholar sh•p (Deadline: Apn l 8. 2005)

JELEVISION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and l r v1ng Harr 1s Scholar shi P {Oeadlme:

Apr~\

1 5, 2005)

FICTION WRITING

• AI Llfa Scholarsn1p (Deadline: Marcn 18. 2005)
• Tha1ne Lyman ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 18 . 2005)
• lrv Kupcinel Media Art s Scnolarsh•P (Deadlme: March 18. 2005)

Jonn Scnultz and Betty Stl 1flett Story Worksnop Scnolarshlp

THEATER

(Deadline: March 2005)
Sylv1a McNair Travel Story Scholarsh ip (Dead.'1ne: March 2005)

• Betty Garrett Musical Theat er Scholarship Fund (Deadline: May 2, 2005)

JOURNALISM
• John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadl ine: March 4 , 2005)
• lrv Kupcinet Media Art s Schol arship (Deadline: March 18, 2 005)

~~--'"' oJJ.- ~)~Y~

• David Talbot Cox Scholarshi p Fund (Deadline: June 1 , 2005)
• Freshman Achievement Award (Deadline: May 13, 200 5)
• John Murbach Scholarship/ Designer·ln-Residence (Deadline: May 2, 2005)

• Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 2005)

• Academ1c Excellence Award (Deadline: March 18, 2005)
• Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadlme: Apnl 2005)

• Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 18, 2005)
H1llary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: April 1, 2005)

• Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: April 18. 2005)

• Ron Pills Scholarship (Deadline: Apri l 1 . 2 005)

• David Rubin ScholarshiP (Deadline: April 1. 2005)

Columbia~
OLLEGE

• ~ COLUM.ED'-'/SCHOLARSHIPS

CHICAGO

ur you!?
AC£ H£Rf
/Itt

Chrontcte

,-5 hi(r"flJ

lor

-Me. Sprinj

semester:

News E~itors, Commentary Editors, A&E Editors C
Web Editors, Copy Editors, Graphic Designers Edit~~a~dtorts, P~oto Edlt~rs, A~vertising Sales,
'
ar oomst & Com1c Stnp Cartoonists
Interested? Pick up an application @ The Colu b.
and talk to Chris Richert or email: cr~h~rt?£~O~Icle dOfflces,. 623 S. Wabash, Rm. 205
0 um.e u SubJect: Employment
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Video games no longer a 'minor' subject
0

USC game program teaches the ins and outs of the business

By Adam J. Fcringt~
:.:~..c~·;~ E~ ''l

Tel evts ion
and
Computer
Sc tence
Depart ment.
the

What wa> once a niche diversion o f base ment dwe llin g
gccks has evol ved into a sweeptng cultural influen ce. No
longer restricted by crude pixels
and characte rized by mus tachiocd plumbers and barrel
throwing apes, video games
have become a momentous
force of the 2 1st century, and a
subj ect worthy of college credit.
In plain English, video
games are big.
On Nov. 19,
University
Sou th ern
C a l iforn i a 's

posed of classes in game production, development and
administration. an imation, 3-D
modeling and program-

t 0

minor 's c our~e work is com-

Te c hn ology
Program in augurated its new
minor in game
development at
the Electronic

int ere s t
from students
for courses dealing
with both the technical
and developmental aspects
of game design," said Candice
House, program specialist of
USC's technology program. "We
looked at industry trends and
decided that there wasn' t going to
be a better time to introduce [the
program]."
According to the Entertainment
Software Association, more than
50 percent of Americans ages 6
and older play video or computer
games on a regular basis. More
than 239 million video games

KRT

Rockstar Game's 'Grand Theft Auto' series has become a
boon for the industry, selling more than 1 00 million copies
worldwide and bringing an unprecedented interest to gaming.

lion in revenue.
"The demand for
innovati ve and quality
electronic entertainment is at
the highest that it's ever been,"
said Rudy Geronimo, operations
manager
of
the
International Game Developer's
Association. "We ' re really at a
renaissance right now, in terms
of the quality of games and
interest in them."
In atiticipation of the gaming
boom, the game developer 's
association has created a scholarship program that is awarded
to 25 stu dents. The recipients of
the scholarship will be sent to
the Game Developer's Conference,
the country's largest gathering of game designers and
publishers.
" In terms of education,
this is as constructive, if not
more so, than applications
learned in the classroom,"
Geron imo said. " It 's a tool for
students to make contacts and
get thei r feet wet."
While USC does not yet offer
scho larships or internshi ps to
s tudents interested in game
development, the school is confi dent thar th e curriculum is
more th an adequate for students
who may have a serio us interest
in entering the fie ld.
"Many of our classes are
taught by people in the gaming
industry, and we have some of
the best equipment that you ' re
likely to find outside of a profess ional game deve lopment
company," House said. " We
also work closely with many of
the other schools not direc tl y
related to the video game industry- the school of cinema and
bu siness management , for
example- with the expectation
that a level of inclusion will
help the (program) flourish ."
In add iti on, vete ran game
des igner Mic hae l Zyda , has

Viterbi School
Engineering,
leading a research program
christened
the
GamePipe Laboratory with the
intent of advancing both the
ease of game production and
their encompa ~s ing power and
influence. The mission of the
GamePipe
Laboratory
is,
"research, development and
education on the grand challenges of radically transforming
the game production process ...

deve loping the supporting technologies fo r increasing the complexity and innovation
in
produced
games," according to a statement by Zyda.
Should USC's fledgling program become a major, House
said she hopes that the combined experience and research
of both parties, as well as the
participating departments, will
lead to impress ive results .
" There's an immense amount
of buzz, not just around the
school, but in the industry as
well about what we're doing,"
House said. " I rea lly think
we're on the threshold of something unique here."

KRT

Owen Nelson plays online video games with his friends in their
Chicago apartment. Nelson and his friends are part of the
approximately 80 million people who have helped fuel the
video game industry.

UC Berkeley plans to build nanotechnology research center
0 National Science Foundation grants college with $1 1.9 million grant to advance nanoscience development
By Alice Tzou
Dady Caltfomia-Bel1<eley (U. Caltlomia-Bell<eley)

(U-W IR E)
BERKELEY,
Cali f.- University of Ca lifom iaBerkeley will dive deeper into
nanotechnology this fall with the
constntction of a multimillion
dollar research center, even
whil e new studies suggest the
sc ience co uld ca rry serious
health risks.
UC- Berkeley wi ll bui ld a
Center
of
Integra ted
anomechanical Systems with a
S 11 .9 million grant from the
1'\ationa l Science Foundation to
e ncourage the study of nanotechno logy- the study of
microscopic part ic les small er

than a thousandth of a hair
breadth.
T he new center will join other
world-class fa cilities, top-ranked
science programs and more than
80 faculty active in nanotechnology research that have made
UC-Berkeley "one of the global
leaders" in the sc ience, according to Tom Kali l, assistant to the
chancellor for sc ience and technology and fo rmer sc ience
adviser to President Bill Clinton.
"Berkeley campus has been a
major player in the area of
nanoscience. There are a lot of
research groups in chemistry, in
eng ineering. in physics that are
focusing a lot of efforts on this, ..
said liC Berkeley associate pro-

fessor of chemis try Peidong
Yang.
Researchers at UC-Berke ley
are harness ing nanotechnology
to build low-cost solar ce lls,
des ign transistors the size of a
single mo lec ule, even create
" the world's smallest motor." A
number o f faculty are al so
mvolved with nanotech startup
companies.
The study of the science is
moving fu ll steam ahead nationwide as well. Tliis year, the federal government poured $960
million into nanoscience funding, up from $270 million from
just four yea rs ago.
whi le
CC-Berkeley
But
resea rchers arc diving into the

new science that could one day
bring about cleaner energy
sources, faster computers and
sensors that detect cancerous
cells earl y, recent studies suggest that the promising technology could also carry unidentified
environmental and health hazards.
Because nanoparticles are so
small, they can bypass traditional barriers in the body, seeping
through skin, blood vessels and
nerve gateways, making toxic
nanoparticles more threatening
than larger molecules.
" It could be an unexpected
and potentially dangerous problem," said UC- Berkeley professor of material science and engi-

neering Eicke Weber. "And if
there is a long-term effect that
only shows up after I 0 or 20
years and we have a prod uct
launched, this can create a problem."
Some animal studies have
already demonstrated harmful
side effects caused by exposure
to toxic nanoparticles, according
to Kalil.
But the precise risks nanoparticles may pose remain foggy.
The very feature that gives nanotech its promise-that the properties of rnaner change at the
nanoscale-also makes the science unpredictable.

See Nanobots, Page 11
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NEWS BRIEFS
Stories from colleges across the country
Study shows discrepancies between employment preparations in college and desired skills from employers

Sifting through the debris•

NEW JERSEY-New evi- complamts also sought to postdence suggests a disconnect pone the choice of a new editor
between what bosses want m "until at least one more candidate
the1r employees and what from outside the University Press
schools are doing to prepare runs," but the student governtomorrow's job candidates.
ment panel unanimously rejected
The National Assoc1a11011 of that bid.
Colleges and Employers, in its
The paper just published an
fall journal, published data on the article disclosing that student
topic by researchers from leaders recently gave themselves
Michigan State University.
a 25 percent pay raise and mainThe college administrators sur- tain that some of them threatened
veyed rated ethics, integrity and the paper '>hile the article was
knowledge as "very important'' being prepared.
to de,elop in students. Social
responsibility and multicultural appreciation were also desirable
CHA:\11,AIG\, IlL-Students
skills.
from low-mcome families who
Employers gave the same rat- asp1re to anend the University of
ings for ethics and integrity, but Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
they rank leadership, persever- may be able to do so debt free.
ance, interpersonal skills. adaptThe Illinois Promise program,
ability and life skills as "very which will be privately financed.
Important."
IS a1med at students for whom
A Rutgers University report established financial aid proreleased in June found that with grams fai l to provide enough
so much emphasis placed on the help to afford four years of colimportance of a four-year college lege.
degree, career preparation has
The program w iII be open to
been all but ignored. The study incoming freshmen from Illinois
recommended more emphasis be families ~vith income at or below
placed on career options. startmg the federal poverty level-curas early as high school
rently $22.030 for a family of
live. Illinois Promise will provide aid in addit1on to state and
BOCA RATON, Fla.- federal programs to pay for
Agamst a backdrop of concerns tuition, fees, books and housing
about
censorsh1p,
Florida throughout a qualifying student's
Atlantic University's student college career, said U of I interim
government debated, Dec. 3, chancellor Richard Herman.
AP
about fining and suspending the
Similar programs are already
Members of the Normal Fire Department investigate the site where a man was killed when a
campus newspaper's adviser.
large chunk of concrete fell from a parking deck under construction near the Illinois State
in place at the University of
With a firm warning from the North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Un1versity campus Thursday, Dec. 9, in Normal, Ill The body had been removed from the
scene earlier.
university's administration and and the University of Maryland
threats of a free-speech lawsuit, at College Park, Herman said.
fraternity party. He had a bloodthe student government's univerINDIANAPOLIS-Do gs ment had a dramatically higher
alcohol content more than five with paralyzed hind legs recovery rate.
sitywide counci l was considering
complaints that newspaper advisNORMAN, Okla.-Drinking times the legal limit. The frater- regained the ability to walk
In the study, 19 parapleg ic
er Michael Koretzky had violat- will be banned at University of nity has since been shut down.
after receiving a shot of a chem- dogs were injected with polyPolice are still investigating ical cousin of antifreeze, which ethylene g lycol, or PEG- a
ed some of the student govern- Oklahoma fraternities and resiment's detailed rules about dence hall s under new policies the death and several fratern ity helped repair nerve cells in their nontoxic liquid polymer comchoosing an editor-in-chief. The announced Dec. I, two months members have been subpoe- damaged spinal cords, scientists posed of long strings of the
student government is the pub- after a 19-year-old student died naed to testify before a grand reported.
same type of molecules found
jury. One student. a sophomore,
lisher of the weekly University of alcohol poisoning.
Purdue University researchers in antifreeze.
furnishhas
been
charged
with
Press, underwriting its S 120,000who led the project hope the
The rules w iII go into effect
Within eight weeks, 13 of the
a-year budget out of student fees. Jan. 18 at the stan of the new ing alcohol to another min or at approach can soon be used in 19 canines, about 68 percent,
The complaints, filed by two semester. Three violations will the party.
people, but caution that there regained the usc of their hind
Similar recent incidents have are significant differences legs and were able to walk,
former staff members, call for result in a student 's suspension
been
reported
at
other
campuslining Koretzky as much as for one semester.
between human and canine some almost as well as before
$6,000 and suspending him from
The university will also set es, including Colorado State, spinal cords.
their injury.
his $22,000-a-year job.
The treatment only worked on
up a hot line for students to where student Samantha Spady
The study's findings appear
Athough Koretzky has a con- report violat iOn s and will had consumed as many as 40 dogs given the injections with in in the December issue of the
tract with FAU, university expand alcohol education pro- drinks when s he was found about three days of their injury. Journal ofNeurotrauma.
dead at a fraternity house in Some dogs not given the injecadmmistrators have indicated grams.
that they bel ieve his employment
tions eventually walked again,
Student Blake Hammontree September.
ultimately is up to them . The died Sept 30 after a Sigma Chi
but those gelling the new treat-CompJ/ed by Adam J Fenngton

Nanobots
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Columbia College Chicago Taps Into Guerilla Creativity

With Space Heaters!
Announcing the Space Heaters initiative! Space Heaters is designed for Columbia's students, faculty and staff to take underutilized areas and
transform them into "living art installations" that will be attractive, welcoming gathering places for the coli
·
and its visitors .
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WHAT IS SPACE HEATERS
AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
. Space Heaters is an innovative, new art and campus beautification initiative
designed to give Columbia artists a chance to create a fre~h look for the college by
using a little paint and a lot of creativity. It is a key part of imprementi ng the Columbia
2010 plan by helping to create a student·centered campus and developing facilities in a way .
that enhances campus life.
The college will contribute indoor wall space, paint and materials, and artists will conceive of the
project, suggest a location, and donate their talent and labor to create "living art installations" in
buildings across campus.

GETTING.STARTED
1.
2.

Getan idea.

Pick up an application at the Office of Campus Environment. Room 501, 600 S. Michigan Ave. or
request one by calling Susan Babyk at 344-7211.

3.

Complete and return the application form, budget worksheet, .schedule, and renderings to the Office
of Campus Environment.

4.

Applicant advisors will be notified regarding the location and funding approval of the project.
Upon approval, implementation details will be finalized and a check request will be made for the
artistic advisor so that work may begin.

s. Sim.ple as that.

HOLIDAY MOVIE
PREVIEW
PAGE6

COLLEGE LIBRARY
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The missing

ink

1 have a horrible tattoo. Well,
it's not that bad. but let's just say
th ere's a reason people shouldn't
be allowed to get inked when
they're on ly 15-it's because
th ey'll pick something cheesy
and cliche-l ike a dolphin, insisting it's because they want to be a
marine biologist. Not that it was
the case with me or anything. I
mean, I may not be on the track
to become an oceanographer,
but I do like scuba diving. so the
dolphin's not a complete regretand it helps that it's not on a
place like my arm and that I don't
run around in bikinis-so who
would really know I have a lame
tattoo anyway? Except for you.
Since I got my second and far
less cheesy tattoo last year. I've
been craving another one.
Before I got the dreaded dolphin,
people always told me that tattoos would become an addiction.
"I just want one," I said . But I was
wrong . There's just something
that's appealing to me about
having yo ur skin ripped open by
a pulsating needle. And then
there's the added bonus of the
tattoo artists shaving away my
body hair from the tattoo-i ntended area. But that's only the
beginning . The ink. The blood.
The unbearable itching that

BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
occurs when it's healing. Doesn't
sound like fun , but I love it.
Each one I get is better and
even more meaningful than the
last. Not that a band of colored
stars around my forearm means
so much. other than the fact that
I like stars, colors and found an
original design-we'll ignore th e
fact that it came from a ru bber
stamp in a store called Stamp On
ln. Don't worry, I took the stamp
to my family tattoo artist (what.
doesn't everyone have one of
those?) and had him tweak it for
me.
So. I've gone from picking the
most obvious, corny tattoo
straight from the wall of a tattoo
shop to finding my own design
and having it adapted just for me.
What next? I have many ideas,
most of wh ich are not very good .
In fact, my Apple-obsessed co,
worker and I have been batting
around the idea of getting Apple
logo tattoos . Sure. we love
everything the company stands
for : artistic integrity, independence. etc. . but we're basically
just hoping we'd get free stuff. I
could use another iPod or new
laptop, that's for sure. We
thought we were being really
ingenious with th is idea, but then
a friend made us realize howcrazy it was. "Do you know how
many people have Apple tattoos?" he asked. Fine, but the
apple could stand for so much
more- like a reminder to eat an
apple a day to keep the doctor
away, or something even more
extreme, like a biblical reference.
But I never paid atten tion in
church those two times I went. so
I cou ldn't really elaborate on that
one.
So much for the apple. What
about the ubiquitous heart tattoo

. What will Columbia
Tuition is rising aga1n .

Amand a Hodor
Freshman
Fashion

Fallawn Strolger
Freshman
Music Business

that says "Mom"? Sure, plenty of
bikers have those. but they're all
the same . Mine would be completely original-abstract, even.
Maybe . And not red . Everyone
always gets them in red , so I'd go
for something like blue or purple.
Purple's my mom's favorite color
anyway. I know she'd appreciate
it.
I could always get my own
name tattooed somewhere. That
means something, I guess. But I
never understood why people
would actually do this. Is it so
they won't forget who they are?
(~Aaybe it would come in handy if
they got extremely intoxicated or
something . I have no idea .
Wait ... all this ta t talk is making my skin itch even more. I
can't take it. I have to go get one
now or I'll never be able to finish
this column. I'm just too distracted.

OK, I'm back. But n·ow my arm
hurts and I can't type . But at least
I'm not distracted anymore. And
now I have a tree on my arm. A
New Zealand gum tree, to be
exact. When I called to tell my
mom about the new body modification, I said I had a tree growing
out of my arm. She didn't think it
was funny. But I assured her that
my new tattoo is one that has
many meanings, which is a huge
improvement since my others
don't really have any. The tree,
with roots and a purple bird hovering overhead, can represent
anything from growth to, um.
staying true to one's roots. See.
it's universal. Well, maybe not,
but is sure beats a damn dolphin.

do with the new cash?

Joe G rochocki
Sophomore
Graphic Design/Film

Matt Lang
Junior
Visual Arts
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Second City pulls an all-nighter
Comedy club's third annaal benefit uses improv, music and lack of sleep to fuel fund-raiser
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
New York may be the city that said I thought it would be fun to
never sleeps, but th is holiday just play for a day straight,
season Chicago is the second because we never seem to get
city that never sleeps-thanks to improvise long enough ,"
to, well, Second City, of course. Jagodowski said. 'Then we just
The city's most famous comedy kinda forgot about it and Andy
spot will present a 24-hour came back a month or two later
improvisation event for the third and wa~ like, . 'Alright, let's
improvise for 24 hours straight
year in a row.
The mind boggling, time dis- and let's have it go to a cause."'
So the two turned to Heather
regarding event, 'The Second
City That Never Sleeps: Letters Winna, a Second City manager
to Santa," will kick off Dec. 21 at who had been active in getting
8:30 p.m. and run nonstop until letters to Santa Claus from the
8:30 p.m. the next night to raise post office and buying gifts for
money for Christmas gifts for the children who wrote them.
The thought of having a benefit
needy children.
"Letters to Santa" wm feature to raise money for Winna to
well-known Second City alumni purchase the gifts-something
such as Andy Cobb, Pat she'd been doing on her own
O'Brien, TJ Jagodowski, Shelly for 10 years-just seemed to
Gossman and Keegan Michael- make sense.
This year, Winna said the
Key, to name a few. In addition
to the returning cast members, biggest difference, other than
musicians such as Wilco front the fact that the event has conman Jeff Tweedy and his son's tinued to grow, is the timing. In
band The Blisters wi ll also per- the past, the event was held a
week or two earlier, which
form.
Jagodowski, best known for allowed her more time for
his
longtime
weekly Christmas shopping, not to
lmprovOiympic showcase with mention the ,wrapping and
David Pasquesi, said the idea delivering of the gifts, which she
for a 24-hour performance was and her boyfriend Steve.Aib ini,
spawned by a conversation recording engineer and musician, have done themselves.
between him and Andy Cobb.
"I really like the personal
"Andy and I were kinda BSing ba,ckstage one night and I interaction with people rather

than dealing with organization
charities," Winna said. Though
the interaction with the families
drives her to do what she does,
Winna said she fee ls somewhat
uncomfortable with the staff
enlarging some of the letters
and putting them on display in
the lobby.
"It's just weird to me to have a
comedy thing going on and
then have these letters kind of
bum everybody out, but everybody else is certain that it's
effective," she said.
While the charity behind the
event is indeed a serious issue,
Jagodowski reiterates that the
night is all about having fun
doing a good thing.
"You're kinda like the best
person you are all year long
that night," he said. "It really
fee ls like everyone's best
angels
are
on
display.
Everyone's doing it for free .
They're showing up for the right
reasons and that feeling really .
seems to be trapped in that
room."
Also. trapped in that room is
the core group of actors and
hopefully enough energy drinks
to last them all day and night.
While most of the .audience
comes and goes, with the
exception of tlie typical 20 or so

dedicated comedy fans, the
Second City alumni do whatever it takes to go nonstop.
"I think every year Andy and I
have gotten sick and vomited,"
Jagodowski said. "You just
sorta clean up and come back
to the stage. We try not to nap;
sometimes you can't help it. We
try to keep going the whole
time, but we don't want anyone
to get too sick, so if you have to,
you take a half hour nap and
you come back out. It's actually
easier to keep playing than it is
to not play, so we try to keep
people as active as possible."
This is what adds to the
whole endurance aspect of the
event that makes it so appealing. Any show can run for 24
hours straight, but it's not often
that the same people perform
for the entire time.
"I'm looking forward to hour
17, when things start getting a
little freaky," Jagodowski said. "I
also can't wait. because there's
always something really cool
and interesting that happens
that no one could have expected. I can't wait to find out what
that is this year."
Last year, the unexpected
came when the 6- to 10-yearolds in The Blisters (Tweedy's
son is the drummer), received

screams for an encore after
their song. Not knowing another
song, they just played the same
one over again. Their guitarist,
the only adult, realized the first
time the kids were really checking in with him while playing
and the second time they
weren't, Jagodowski said. After
a minute, the guitarist snuck off
stage and let the young Blisters
take it away.
"You really got the impression
that it was the first time they
played as themselves and it
was really,
really cool,"
Jagodowski said.
Second City's "Letters to
Santa" event will also include
guest appearances by Albini,
country musician Robbie Fulks
and The Mekons' Jon Lan gford
and Sally Timms. Also, during
Tweedy's performance, there
will be a silent auction for a private concert from the local icon
himself. The winner of the auction will receive a concert for 20
people in his or her home, and
wilf be able to choose which 20
songs Tweedy will perform.
This one-of-a-kind event, perfect for improv and music fans,
do-gooders and insomniacs
alike, costs only $10. Call (312)
337-3992 or visit www.secondcity.com for more information.

Holiday meal in a bottle?
The Chronicle taste-tests specialty food-flavored soda
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
Jones Soda has taken a decidedly
different approach to holiday beverages with a limited edition "Holiday
Pack," a case of five different sodas
representing a complete holiday meal.
The pack is based on the Turkey
Soda that Jones introduced last year,
and was expanded to include the fla~ Ayarl Dugganlfhe Chronicle
vors Turkey & Gravy, Mashed
Potatoes & Butter, Cranberry, Green
Bean Casserole and Fruitcake.
The aroma and flavor of each variety
is frighteningly accurate-with the
addi tion of a sickening sweetness.
Sugary-sweet mashed potatoes will
bring a tear to your eye, and not in a
equally scrumptious.
good way. As if the flavors we ren't
3) Starbucks ' Eggnog Latte
The store-on-every-corner has mas- enough, the sodas are accurately coltered the art of creating the "drinks that ored, giving the appearance of vomit in
holidays are made of. " This season, the a bottle.
· chain features three holiday flavors:
Gingerbread Latte (a tad bitter),
Peppermint Mocha (heavenly), or Eggnog
Latte (delicious).
Try the Eggnog Latte-made with real
eggnog, skim milk and espresso-to
become nostalgic for the times when
Grandma would pour you a fresh glass of
the signature holiday drink.
Noth ing accompanies a holiday
Starbucks beverage better than the seasonal Cranberry Bliss Bar- a to-die-for
dessert bar with cranberries, rich frosting
and a hint of citrus.
4) Gourmand's Naughty Elf
The local South Loop favorite created a
new holiday drink this year, pairing mischief and Santa's helpers to create the
"Naughty Elf." The hot chocolate mixed
with nutmeg cloves and cinnamon combine to create holiday bliss that melts in
your mouth.
5) Gloria Jean's Coffee Butter Rum
Latte
While shopping in Water Tower Place,
take a break with Gloria Jean's and enjoy
one of the many Christmas drinks they
offer.
One of the most popular this season is
the Butter Rum Latte: a latte with butter
rum syrup, espresso, white chocolate and
steamed milk.
Gloria Jean's also features many holiday coffees, including their best seller
Holiday Cheer, a medium roast, cinnamon and butter rum flavored coffee.
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Cup-o-Christmas
By Jene Shaw/Copy Editor
The sights and sounds of the holidays
are taking over the city, and nothing helps
to heighten holiday cheer more than tasting the season. Specialty coffee drinks
from local and chain cafes make it feel
like Christmas in a cup-like you have the
holidays in your hand and a little merriment in your mouth. The Chronicle picked
the top five Chicago holiday beverages
for your tasting pleasure.
1) Caribou Coffee's Ho Ho Mocha
If we still owned saucer sleds and
snowsuits and lived around huge snow
hills, Caribou's Ho Ho· Mocha would be
the perfect ending to an exhausting day of
sledding.
The minty white chocolate and mocha
combination is reminiscent of the time
when Mom b,r.ewed hot chocolate to warm
your frost-bftten fingers after a day in the
snow. The crushed candy cane that tops
it off makesit the perfect holiday beverage.
Caribou also offers Fa La Latte, a
creamy latte with steamed eggnog,
espresso and a dash of nutmeg. And try
their snowflake muffin with you r drink for
the ultimate Christmas snack.
2) Borders Cafe's Peppermint Paddy
Mocha Freeze
Sure, winter weather could make cold
coffee cups seem out of the question, but
when you're snuggling up with an
.engrossing novel in the Borders Cafe,
there's no reason not to try the amazing
Pepperr)'lint Paddy Mocha Freeze-an
indulgent shake-like combination of milk,
white chocolate, gingerbread, espresso, ·
whipped cream and cookie crumbs. It
also comes in a warm version, which is

A public tasting of the product would
likely create quite a scene. The
Chronicle office's field test of the Jones
Holiday Pack yielded no less than four
gags, five emergency mouth rinses
and three mad dashes to the bathroom. For roughly an hour after, the
office that served as the testing ground
smelled like a dumpster two days after
Thanksgiving.
Jones is known for clever marketing
schemes, such as ever-changing
unique bottle labels, but this product is
in an entirely different category. and
should be strictly purchased as a gag
gi ft. Anyone daring (or unwitting)
enough to drink a bottle of the holiday
soda may be alienated from the company's products for life.
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Christmasl

Author's latest book offers a new perspective on holiday cheer
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
Everyone knows a book is gion he is going to create and guitar-loving sea beast, but
not supposed to be judged by studies
Hinduism
and has yet to face its greatest
its cover, but with The Buddhism to supplement it. challenge: a half-wit angel bent
Stupidest
Angel,
author Clearly, Moore isn't afraid to on granting a Christmas miraChristopher Moore delights in tackle religious subject matter.
cle to a needy child.
the deception of packag- r - -- - - -- -- - - , - - -- - , The angel in question is
0

~r~enT~thc p~=~s~~t li~:~

lettering and a cute, handdrawn angel that looks to
be stolen straight from a
Hallmark card.
.
The cover looks so
sweet, in fact, that the
comedic title of the book
may be completely overlooked. Just in case, there
is a subtitle that describes
the story perfectly: "A
Heartwarming Tale of
Christmas Terror."
For fans of Moore's previous work, such as Fluke:
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ous books, and never fails
to impress readers with his
idiocy. This time Raziel sets
his sights on young Joshua
Barker, who witnessed the
murder of Santa Claus (in
reality, a drunken realestate developer in a Santa
suit). Attempting to save
Christmas for the child,
Raziel sparks a chain of
events that snowball into
larger problems for the
town's citizens-including
the rise of a brain-eating

·.·. T UP l D E S T zo~~~~e~~rf~~·s will feel an
immediate connection to
A.·. NG
. BL
the characters, as the
majority of them are lifted

subtitle gives a good indication of the book's con· •· .. . . · .·. ·· .. ;·. · : • .
tent. Moore is a master of
making horrific events
humorous, sleazy characA tlitAR'fWA:tlo<\HNG T!H.t Of
ters likeable and bizarre
CIUWiTMAS T(RROI\
plots seem plausible.
The Stupidest Angel is a
Christmas book, but those
For his take on Christmas,
expecting Moore to ease up on Moore returns to the town of
the absurdity of his story clear- Pine
Cove,
a
fictional
ly haven't read his earlier California tourist trap that proworks. In Lamb, he chronicles vides the setting for many of
the childhood of Jesus Christ, his books. The town has
in which Christianity's savior already been beset by a peodiscovers the faults of the reli- pie-eating demon and a blues

from his other stories. As
such, there isn't as much
character development;
Moore expects readers to
know these people. The
story is easy to follow, even
without character history.
Moore's appeal lies in creating the most ridiculous characters imaginable, and then making them feel like your best
friends. His ability to portray
public personas alongside per-

Christopher Moore: Exactly what you'd expect from a man who wrote a
Christmas book about the cannibalistic undead.
sonal intricacies is astounding
enough to make you wonder
about everybody you see; and
how they behave behind
closed doors.
The best thing about

Moore's books is their readability-it's easy to blaze
through any of them in a day or
two. His stories are consistently funny and engaging, and
never too wordy.
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'Tis the season to see mo'

The A&E Editors sort through the garbage at the box office to bring you the holiday sec
BY JAMIE MURNANE, TRISH BENDIX AND TODD BURBO
COVER PHOTO BY DAVE MAKI

The Polar Express

The Aviator

With nearly 20 years
between the release of the
book and the film, the art of
storytelling has clearly
changed over time. This is evident in the adaptation of the
Chris Van Allsburg children's
classic, The Polar Express.
Where Van Allsburg's book
used dark, mysterious drawings to tell the story of a child's
Christmas spirit, the film version opts for a budget of millions, brightly colored CGI, and
musical numbers to fill your
heart with holiday cheer.
For decades, the book has
been read to children huddled
in front of fireplaces with mugs
of hot chocolate. Now, the
dynamic duo of director Robert
Zemeckis and Tom Hanks
(who plays multiple roles,
including the train conductor,
hobo, Scrooge and Santa
Claus thanks to the wonders of
technology) bring the timeless
holiday magic to life-animated
life-for all.

From the first frame of The
Aviator, the brilliance of Martin
Scorsese is clear. You don't
have to be a film student to
notice the unique composition
and constant beauty in his
shots.
In The Aviator, as with his
last film , Gangs of New York,
cinematography takes center
stage; a story is barely necessary, but that's not to say there
isn't one. The Aviator tells the
story of Howard Hughes, the
billionaire eccentric who pioneered both aeronautic engineering and big-budget filmmaking.
The film follows a classic ''fall
from grace" time line, chronicling Hughes' leap into fame,
then his subsequent descent
into madness. Leonardo
DiCaprio portrays both sides of
the man brilliantly, once again
proving that he's more than the
heartthrob that James
Cameron's Titanic made him.
Alongside DiCaprio, Cate
Blanchett nearly steals the
show as Katherine Hepburn,
providing a light side to the film
with her representation of vintage Hollywood. Between
Gangs of New York and The
Aviator, Scorsese and
DiCaprio seem bent on detailing American history period by
period, which is a good thing.
Up next, a World War II epic?
We can only hope.

Lemony Snicket's A
Series of Unfortunate
Events
A series of clever children's
books about a series of tragic
events will now become, most
likely, a series of profitable
movies. With promotional visuals, suspiciously similar to
those of the Harry Potter franchise, Lemony Snicket's first
film hopes to follow the path of
its source material- the books
were the first titles to knock
Harry Potter off the top of the
New York nmes children's
best-seller list.
The film's dark humor makes
a strange story for children. It
follows three children whose
parents die tragically and leave
them in the care of a sadistic
relative (played by Jim Carrey)
bent on stealing the fortune
they're due to inherit when
they come of age.
Where the books focus on
the children and their
strengths, the movie will very
likely hinge on the performance of Carrey as the evil
Count Olaf. If the film avoids
his silly antics and keeps
things creepy, it will be worth
checking out-Snicket's writing
is some of the most clever to
reach a children's bookstore in
recent memory.

Blade: Trinity

Ocean's 12

Wesley Snipes' brilliant
career has blessed us with
gems such as Demolition Man,
Passenger 57 and Futuresport.
Despite this impressive
resume, it could be said that
his best career move to date
would be his role as Blade, the
titular character of the Marvel
comic-based film series.
In the third installment, creatively titled Blade: Trinity,
Snipes' acting chops are supplemented by the comparable
talents of Jessica Biel (TV's
"7th Heaven") and Ryan
Reynolds (National Lampoon's
Van Wilde!).
In addition to noteworthy acting, expect a lot of sword
fights, black clothes, silver
weapons and computer-aided
bloodshed. It may not be anything new, but as far as stylized violence goes, Blade:
Trinity should be top-notch.

Ocean's 11 was one of the
best film remakes in history,
and the star-studded cast of,
well, studs returns for an original screenplay.
Brad Pitt, George Clooney,
Matt Damon, Julia Roberts,
Bernie Mac, Casey Affleck,
Scott Caan, and new addition
to the modern-day Rat Pack
Catherine Zeta-Jones, are only
a handful of the tricksters
involved in the modern-day
heist.
Arguably Steven
Soderbergh's best directing
work since Sex, Lies and
Videotape, Ocean's 12 takes
the dazzling dozen to
Amsterdam in an attempt to
perform more glamorous
hijinks than in Las Vegas. And
don't forget to look for the multiple scenes that were filmed in
downtown Chicago and the
suburbs during the summer.
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The Life Aquatic with
·Steve Zissou
Wes Anderson has been
rumored as a top contender for
this year's Best Director
Academy Award for his new
film, The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou. Anderson's previous films, such as Bottle
Rocket and Rushmore,
emerged as cult classics, but
his work was brought into the
mainstream with 2001 's The
Royal Tenenbaums.
The Life Aquatic stars Bill
Murray, Owen Wilson, Cate
Blanchett, Anjelica Huston,
Willam Dafoe and Jeff
Goldblum as oceanographers
on a mission to take revenge
upon a shark that attacked and
killed Murray's former partner.
Anderson's wit and clever
writing create a brand of da rk
comedies that phenomenal
actors flock to, despite the fact
Anderson has only written and
directed three other films to
date.

Meet the Fockers

Closer

Ben Stiller reprises his role
as Gaylord Focker in the
sequel to Meet the Parents, the
film that empathized with inlaws everywhere.
Stiller surfaced as a comedic
front man, in There's
Something About Mary,
Zoolander, Starsky and Hutch,
and Dodgeball, but 2000's
Meet the Parents propelled him
to the forefront of comedic
roles.
Robert De Niro stars as
Stiller's father-in-law, an ex-CIA
agent who has his critical eye
on Focker. Dustin Hoffman (in
his first on-screen pairing with
De Niro since 1997's Wag the
Dog) and Barba ra Streisand
portray Stiller's parents, who
meet with De Niro and his wife,
played by Blythe Danner, for a
forging of the families.
Hilarity ensues, courtesy of
embarrassing Focker antics
and situations, including
Streisand and Hoffman dry
humping during a football
game on the lawn. Streisand,
as a sex counselor for senior
citizens, is reason enough to
see the funny girl return to
comedies.

With a picture-perfect line up
including Jude Law, Natalie
Portman, Julia Roberts and
Clive Owen, a film just has to
be good. Throw in a director
like Mike Nichols, with a splash
of sexual promiscuity and a
dash of deceit and you have
Closer, one of the most anticipated films of the season with
one of the most simple, real-life
stories.
It's no surprise that Nichols'
fi lm is an adaptation of Patrick
Marber's stage version, as he's
best known for his adaption of
other theatrical performances
such as "Who's Afraid of
Virigina Woolf?"
Though some viewers may
be disappointed that Portman's
nude strip scene was edited
out, the film's frankness stands
alone.

The Phantom of the
Opera
While it seems musical
remakes have been all the
rage when it comes to movies,
it's quite a surprise to see
Andrew Llyod Webber's classic
about to hit the big screen for
the first time-thanks to
Warner Bros. Pictures.
Joel Schumacher's adaptation of the largest grossing
musical in the world is sure to
please "phans" everywhere.
Since the stage production premiered in London in 1986, it
has been recreated onstage
more than 65,000 times.
Approximately 80 million people have seen a stage rendition
of 'The Phantom of the Opera,"
according to a 0-and-A with
Schumacher on the Phantom
movie website. It'll be interesting to see just how many viewers turn out at the box office to
see the mysterious masked
man (played by Gerard Butler)
and his infatuated prisoner
(Emmy Rossum). The film's
cast also includes Patrick
Wilson, Miranda Richardson
and Minnie Driver.
Whi le the adaptation may not
evoke the same feelings one
would get watching the
Broadway version,
Schumacher stuck true to the
nature of the performance by
including a full orchestral
score, including an additional,
original song.

Alexander
Audiences may be quick to
dismiss Alexander as another
epic clone-an attempt to cash
in on the success of Gladiator
and Troy, but that would be a
mistake. Fans of director Oliver
Stone know that he would
never partake in a Hollywood
cash-grab; his vision of the
ancient conqueror will
doubtlessly set the film apart
from the Ridley Scott variety.
Stone's cast is stunning; Colin
Farrell, Ange lina Jolie, Rosario
Dawson, Anthony Hopkins, and
Val Kilmer fill out key roles.
Intended as this season's
epic with no comparable competition (Lord of the Rings will
be missed by epic fans this
year), it's surprising that
Alexander seems to be tanking
at the box office.
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Lady luck fickle to 'Guys and Dolls'
Columbia 's Thea ter Department takes a gamble on the classic musical
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
"Guys and Dolls," the
Broadway musical first performed in 1950, which revolves
around the lives of gamblershigh-stakes craps, if you
please-felons and a few good
Samaritans in New York City,
premiered at Columbia's Getz
Theater Dec. 10.
For those unfamiliar with the
characters and plot, the musical
centers around Nathan Detroit,
a schemer and gambler who
bets his friend Sky Masterson
that Sarah Brown, a Salvation
Army sergeant, won't go to
Havana with him. The stakes:
one thousand dollars and the
love of Detroit's fiancee Miss
Adelaide.
The classic musical, perhaps
best-known for the film version
starring Frank Sinatra and
Marion Brando, is set centrally
in Times Square circa 1949, "in
the Devil's own city on the
Devil's own street," as the script
says.
Columbia's
Theater
Department tackles the musical
using a minimal set, pushing
the boundaries with updated
choreography and an overtly
sexual tone.
Columbia student David Fink
seems to channel the legendary Sinatra, capturing
Detroit's aura of a New York
gambler with skewed priorities,
but good intentions. Fink nails
his New York accent and has

great comedic timing, even with
the cheesy and outdated jokes.
Miss Adela ide's stereotypical
ditzy blonde bimbo persona is
not completely captured by
Leah Morrow, who slips out of
solos.
character
in
her
"Adelaide's Lament," a signature "Guys and Dolls" song,
fails to be as humorous and
amusing as intended. But when
paired with Fink, Morrow provides a great con trast to the
musical's other couple, made
up of Masterson, played by
Adam Minegar, and Brown ,
played by Danielle Boyd.
While Fink's performance
appears effortless, Morrow,
Minegar and Boyd do not portray their characters with the
same ease.
Boyd (as the head of the
Save a Soul Mission) got off to
a rocky start with her solos. On
"If I Were a Bell," the song is a
bit flat, the chemistry, which she
and Minegar discuss so frequently, missing. During her
first song, "I'll Know," Boyd
struggled to hit the high notes
and seemed a bit awkward at
the start. She eventually warms
up to her co-stars and the
stage, but fails to capture the
essence of her character-a
stubborn, loveless woman who
falls for a gambler with a heart
of gold.
Minegar, as Masterson , a
gambler who lets his guard

down to fall in love, is definitely
Brando-esque. While Fink
makes the character of Detroit
his own, Minegar creates more
of a caricature, albeit with a
swagger, but ultimately with
less depth than Fink.
On "Luck Be a Lady,"
arguably the most famous song
from the musical with the highest of audience expectations,
Mineager's rendition is consistent with the rest of his performance, but not entirely pleasing.
It is Brendan G. Balfe's song
(as Detroit's gambling sidekick,
Nicely-Nicely Johnson) "Sit
Down You're Rocking the Boaf'
that steals the show. Balfe's
hilarity and spot-on vocals are a
welcome change from Boyd
and Mineager's two-dimensional performance.
Another notable moment
from the production comes from
Evan Sierminski as Benny
Southstreet. Sierminski joins
Balfe and Fink as a funny-guy
sidekick, and their opening trio
round about horse racing,
"Fugue of Tinhorns," was righton.
While the actors may have
struggles a bit in the Dec. 9
preview performance, the dancing was impressive and the true
highlight of the show.
The dance breaks are striking, especially the male
dancers in "The Crapshoot
Dance" and the four Hot Box

Girls, who perform a provocative strip tease while straddling
rakes. While some of the choreography seems a little too modern for the '40s, it is extraordinary.
The Theater Department's
production of "Guys and Dolls"

may not be the Sinatra/Brando
classic, but it offers an interpretation all its own.
"Guys and Dolls" runs from
Dec. 15-19attheGetzTheater,
62 E. 11th St. Call the box office
at (3 12) 344-6126 for tickets
and information.
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Music industry: Where's the bomp?
Legenda ry rock journa list Greg Shaw p asses away unnoticed
By Scott Carlson/News Editor
In case any of you audiophiles
out there are interested, underground music legend Greg
Shaw is dead.
If you don't know who Shaw
was, it's certainly understandable. Shaw, 55, a rock JOumalist and founder of Bomp
Records, one of the first independent rock 'n' roll labels,
often worked without fame,
choosing to promote obscure
rock 'n' roll instead of chasing
big acts.
By the way, he died six weeks

ago.

Shaw's death from heart failure Oct. 19 wasn't totally
ignored. The next week, he
received commendable obituaries from The New York
nmes, The San Francisco
Chronicle, The LA Times and
the U.K.-based Guardian.
Entertainment Weekly devoted
as much space as it did for
Br~ish OJ John Peel, who died
the week after. It was more
than most of us will get when
we slough off our mortal coils.
What Shaw didn't get-and he
should have--was a fair send
off from almost any popular
music magazine.
In ,all fairness, most of the
music magazines and fanzines
\hat.Shaw founded-(Who Put
the)· · Bomp, Mojo-Navigator
Rock
&
Rolf
News,

Phonograph
Record
Magazine-all folded in
the 1970s, as did the other
magazines he contributed
to, such as Creem and
New York Rock Press.
There isn't much of a
soapbox for those editors
to honor him.
But one of his old stomping grounds is still publish- ~~=='/
ing today: Rolling Stone. In Ill
the first half of the 1970s,
Shaw contributed many
interviews and alb um
reviews to the magazine,
which was also his old
competition in the 1960s.
After a month and a half,
Rolling Stone has completely bypassed any kind
of tribute for Shaw.
Is it because h.e just wasn't that important? Sorry,
not true. While they were
around,
Bomp
and
Shaw's BGmp label, at one
Phonograph Record Magazine
were revered, attracting the time or another, released spelikes of rock journalist icons cially recorded tracks from
such as Lester Bangs and Greil artists such as Devo, The
Marcus. Bomp coined the term Germs, Stiv Bators (of the leg"Power Pop" (melodic pop endary punk band The Dead
music with the gut-punch atti- Boys) and The Romantics (the
tude of punk) with a cover story. boys behind the beer commerShaw maintained that his 1976 cial anthem "What I Like About
review of the Sex Pistols in You"). Bomp was also the only
Phonograph Record was the label willing to release Kill City,
band's first-ever American lggy Pop's first album.
review.
In the late 1970s, Shaw shut

down Bomp and started
Voxx, a label specifically
for bands carrying on the
garage and psychedelic
sound of the 1960s.
Without the impact of the
bands that signed with
Voxx, the neo-garage
craze that spawned The
Strokes, The White
Stripes and The Hives
probably wouldn't have
existed.
And Shaw's latter days
were no less influential.
Bomp's
little-brother
record labels continued
to champion underground bands who now
have hit the big time,
including
the
Brian
Jonestown Massacre,
recently popularized in
the film Dig!
Up-and-coming blues
duo The Black Keys' first
album, The Big Come Up, was
released on Alive Records, an
offshoot of Bomp.
But the Bomp family, in its 30year legacy, never had a hit.
They came close--Shaw said it
could have happened with The
Plimsouls' "A Million Miles
Away" or Josie Cotton's
"Johnny, Are You Queer?" if
Geffen and Elektra records,
respectively, hadn't insisted
they could push them up the

charts faster than Bomp. (For
the record , they really didn't.)
It's a sad bit of irony that the
torch bearer of obscure and
underground music would be
consigned to such a similar
fate, but at the very least it
gives ·audiophiles a decent
metaphor for how the music
industry works today: What
people have accomplished
matters not. If you're not being
shoved down America's collective throat while you're hot or
about to be hot, you don't matter. Hell, you might as well be
dead.
There is always penitence.
Jason Cohen and Michael
Krugman, columnists of "Well
Hung at Dawn" in Rolling
Stone, at least admitted their
magazine's fumble in the Nov.
16 issue: "He was cool. Once
upon a time, so was rock criticism."
A nice sentiment, but it still
doesn't excuse the insult. I
guess it's up to the little guys to
pick up the slack.
So, for the benefit of anyone
who still doesn't know, I'll
recap : Greg Shaw- a rock
journalist, record label founder
and music enthusiast-is dead.
He put the bomp in the bompbah-bomp-bah-bomp ·when no
one else could.

EGG DONORS NEEDED

COMPENSATION $5000
Please donate your eggs anonymously. We promise
the most positive experience with CEO.
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Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 days a week for lunch & dinner; breakfast on weekends.

Local Physicians available. Call us if you are:

Bring this co upon in for
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10% off.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING

Stop By The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave Suite 205
Chicago
Today, December 13th, to pick up a complimentary pass (admits two) to a special screening of

HOUSE OF FLYING DAGGERS on Thursday, December 16th.
One pZ~ss per p e rson. Passes are availab le on a first-come, first-se rv ed basis. Employe es of all promotional partners,
th e i r agencies Z~nd those who have received a pass within the last 90 d ays are not eligible.
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Crossword
ACROSS

By Jene Shaw/Copy Editor

1 Trunk tire

6 Pique
9 Informal
vocabulary
14 Resides
15 _ for profit

16 Less common
17 Leavening agent

18 Joint ventures
20 Of a certatn
speech sound
22 Performer's
engagements
23 Elfin betngs
26 Long periods
28 Spoke
pompously
29 Mystery pointer
31 Trevino of golf
32 Marrow conlainer
33 Smoky deposits
34 Meese and
McBain .
35 Get a bustness
gotng
39 Naval noncom
42 Small roads
43 _ mater
47 Crescent
48 Mr. Bunny
49 Consented
51 Seesaw
53 Water passage
54 Cicatrix
55 Large indefinite
number
58 Iberia or Florida.
e.g.
60 Pentateuch
64 So long, Solange
65 Segment of a
journey
66 MacDonald's
refrain
67 Has on
68 The in Spanish
69 Soup scooper

C 2004 TrlbuM Media Services, Inc.
All t ights reHrved

9 B'way theater
sign

10 "Key_"

Solutions
3 1

a v

1

s v

1

s

tl V 3M

!) 3 1
01 3 I 3
n 3 I 0 V
11 News story
12 Whinnied
·H v tl 0 .L
v 1 n S N I N 3 d
13 Sorghum and
tl v :) s
N 3 3 l d ~ n
millet
tl 3 1 3 3 1
s l I V tl 1 s
19 Hercule Poirot,
!)
v
s
!)
n
a
:) tl v
3
tl
a 3
e.g.
v 1'1 1 v
s 3 N \f 1 0 d :)
21 Was in front
23 Weep audibly
d 0 H S d n 1 3 s
24 PGA member
s a 3 s 1 oos
3 N 0 8
25 Dashed
a 3 .L \f tl 0
3 3 11 3 n 1 :)
27 Cozumel cash
S H :)0 d 3
s
3 1 I ~ d s
29 Contends
s !) I!:> 1 \f l \f 1 \f d
successfully
1 s V 3 A
V I 1 tl 0 s N 0 :)
30 Profit's
l 0 N
antonym
tl 3 tl \f tl
s 3 II I 1
DOWN
33 Warbled
3
tl
I
!:> N v 1 s
3 tl \f d s
1 Slightly shifty
36 Hamburg's nver
2 Chart shape
37 Zodiac sign
44 Ring of
53 Doe wooers
3 Ms. Gardner
38 Persecution
56 Comic Mart1n
flowers
4 Breathers
delusion
45 Encountered
57 Appeal
5 Heir's Inheritance 39 Dupe
6 Andes people
46 Want_
59 Greek letters
40 Happen earlier
49 Wolfed down
61 Primary color
7 Cheer
than
50 Fairy-tale girl
62 Be ill
8 Volcano near
41 South Pacific
63 Soil turner
Messina
52 Atlempter
area

•••

Not until reindeer actually fly will The
Chronicle stop loving Paris Hilton's jackass
moves. From her sex tapes to her scholarly
memoir, we basically
could devote a separate jackass column to
the heiress, perhaps
"This week in Paris: our
perennial jackass"?
Well, this week in
Paris, the Simple Life
star proved what a
jackass she truly is
when she showed up
to a party uninvited
wait-Paris
(wait,
"Party" Hilton- uninvited?) and stumbled
upon a little surprise.
According to an
E!Online report from
the Star, she recently
party-hopped to a
Hollywood producer's
bash, in an attempt to
land a future movie
role.
Before
the
socialite could mutter a
"that's hot," she noticed
the shin dig's guests
were gawking at her
infamous sex video, One Night in Paris, on
a big screen and mocking her "perform-

ance." She promptly jetted out of the scene
and probably moved on to a different gathering.
So will the crazy party
girl keep up her reputation forever? Maybe not,
according to what she
told Barbara Walters,
who named Hilton one
of the "10 most fascinating people of 2004" on
the hour-long special
that aired on ABC, Dec.
8.
She
informed
Walters-get this-she
wants to get married
and have children within
the next two years.
No, Paris! Where will
our lives be without following your parties and
scandals? Rest assured.
It's not over.
"If it's like a birthday or
something, I'll go," she
told Walters.
And there's always
her new movie, her new
album, her show's new
season, her new perfume line--<lamn it.
We'll always have Paris .
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http://artpad.art.com/artpad/painter
option to frame and hang
your work; see it in their virtual gallery next to the
Mona Lisa.
Then, if you 're feeling
confident, you can e-mail
your creation to a friend

Art lovers, this one's for
you.
Art.com, an art retailer,
has a new feature called
Artpad where you can paint
online and have it play back
to you. There is also an
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who can play your e-masterpiece. It's like watching
the artist at work. And it's
more personal than an ecard.
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The new iMac GS.

From the creators of iPod.

Three new models fea turing:
• 1.6 GHz or 1.8 GHz PowerPC GS p rocessor
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AmongStudents InAmerican Universldes and Colleges
The 2005 edition of Who's Who Among Student s in American
Universities and Colleges will include the names of 26 students
from Columbia College Chicago who have been selected as national
outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees and editors of the annual directory
have included the names of these students based on their academic
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular
activities and potential for continued success.
They join an elite group of students from more than 2,000 institutions
of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and several
foreign nations.
Outstanding students have been honored in the annual directory since
it was first published in 1934.

Students named thisvear from Columbia College are:
1. Lauren Mclain
2. Nathan Gabbard
3. Vanessa Torres
4. Michael Gallo
5. Robyn Martin
6. Stephanie Dean
7. Michael Kalopedis
8. Maggie Ness
9 . Jessica Diehl
10. Hettie Barnhill
11. Rachel Winokur
12. Holly DeRuyter
13. Karla Patricia Leal-Perez

14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Cezil Reed
Maisha Thompson-Heat h
Lauren Wells
Epifanio Monarrez
Joel Canik
Neil Flanders
Brittany Tate
Shawnecee Schneider
Janja Taylor
Jonique Smith
Kim Jean
Sana Mahmood
Lynn Clementi

CoMMENTARY
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Let's stay a friend to the mission
or more than 80
years, the Pacific
Garden Mission has
beeri a staple of South State
Street, helping save men 's
souls and providing the.n
with a warm bed and a couple of square meals a day
when they need it.
For all of those years,
many in the city-and especially the South Loophave taken the mission for
granted, grateful to have
someo ne work ing with the
area's homeless while not
worrying too inuch about
how it happen~.
In part, that 's because the
mission is a shining example of the faith-based social
service ideal, going about
its business with a mini mum of fuss and few
demands on its often
wea lthier neighbors.
All of that cou ld change,
however, if the mi ssio n
moves from its State Street
home to a new locati on at
14th Place and Canal Street,
as it looks like it will.
And what could change
might be how much the
mission was taken for
gran ted.
It can be argued that
Col umbia has benefited
from the mission's existence as much as anyone in
the South Loop.
Far fewer students mi ght
be wi lling to make the
school their home if they
believed it was located in an
urban environment rife with
homelessness and panhandling.

F

The same, perhaps, could
be said for the thousands of
newly-arrived apartment
renters and condo-dwellers
who give the area much of
the panache it currently
enjoys.
As a result, Columbia
operates today in a revitalized South Loop due, in
part, to the mission's abi lity
to keep at least a po rtio n of
the neighborhood 's homeJess population fed and off
the streets at night.
But as the mi ssion's president, David McCarrell, has
pointed out, not eveFybody
who lives in the neighborhood and is homeless may
make the transition to 14th
Place and Canal Street.
McCarrell has noted that
man y people in the past
have mi staken the mission's
work with the problem
itself. reasoning that the
homeless are drawn to the
area because of Pac ifie
Garden.
The truth is that many are
drawn to the area because
of its proximity to down town, where much of the
city's panhandling occurs.
Consequently. when the
moves,
an
mission
unknown number of homeJess may stay behind,
despi te the nigh tly promise
of a bed and a hot meal a
mile or so away.
Rather than sit by a~ a
passive observer, Co lumbia
can, and should, do something about this.
As of yet, few bridges
have been built between

Columbia and the mission,
either formally or informally.
Outside of the occasional
student who has turned the
nearby slice 'or urban social
reality into a class project,
Columbia has perhaps
take'n the mission for granted, thankful that it has been
at our doors tep but unwilling to tell it so in any meaningful way.
That's why we believe
Columbia s ~ o uld become
involved in helping make
the transition successful.
Whether this takes the
fo rm of an official relationship, in which classes for
the ho meless are taught,
services offered or funds
raised, or whether this takes
the form of everyone in the
Columbia community takin g persona l respo nsibility
to become aware of the
iss ues and obstacles homeJess people face, is up in the
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But become invol ved we
must, for you don't uproot a
neighborhood insti tution of
80 years that serves the
least fort unate am ong us
and not expect to see some
changes-both good and
bad.
Columb ia has long said it
would like to have a bigger
seat at the table to help
innuence how the South
Loop changes and grows
over the next decade or so.
T he departure of the
Pacific Garden Mission is
the perfect opportunity to
prove it.

Adam RusVThe Chronicle

Time to move on sprinkler law
n the wake of the Oct.
17, 2003, high-ri se fire
· in wh ich six people died
at the Cook County
Administration build ing,
69 W. Washington Blvd.,
the ci ty of Chicago took a
hard look at the questio n of
fire sprinklers in hi gh-rise
buildings.
As a resu lt, two separate
ord inances were proposed
before the City Council in
the weeks after the fire,
both calling for the instal lation of sprinkler ·systems
in buildings more than 80
feet tall and bui lt before
1975 . Previously, suc h
buildings had been exempt
fro m fire codes requi rin g
sprinkler system s.
But, like many th ings in
Chicago, mo ney got in the
way.
A batt le over wheth er
residential hi gh-rises, different fro m co mmen; ia l
office buildi ngs, would be
exempted from the sprinkler requircmenb Jela ycd
! hi.! p~ts~ age or cll ht.!r nn..l l-

I

nance. Condo owners, it
seems, were against the
ord inance,
particularly
since the cost of install ing
new sprinklers in old bui ldings would have to be paid
out of their own pockets.
However, last week's
fire at the LaSalle Bank
bui lding at 135 S. ·LaSalle
St., that injured 39 people-including 24 fire fighters...:...adds urgency to
the issue .
As a result, we call on
city officials to pass an
o rdin ance that requires
sprinklers in all high-rises,
commercial or residential.
Beca use of lessons
learned fro m the Coo k
County fire. fi refi ghters
got everyone out of harm 's
way immediately, but at the
cost of the fire that burned
uncontrollab ly on the 29th
noor for prec icius minutes
unti l firefi ghters were able
to <.:o ntrol it.
Even so. the proble m of
fight ing fire' hund reds of
feet up 111 the sk y be<.:ame
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apparen't : Were it not for a
fortunate design feature of
the bu ildi ng · that allowed
firemen to set up hoses
from a nearby rooftop, it's
unclear how much longer it
would have taken to put
o ut the fire, or how much
more damage mi ght have
been done.
Even tho ugh no one died
in the latest fire, there's no
way to guarantee everyone
will always be so lucky.
While both of these
recent fires were in office
buildin gs, the next one
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In ligh t of how hard it is
to fight fi res in hi gh-rises,
exe mptin g
residential
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worst.
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When soldiers start to ask questions
ing a Q-and-A session to ask
some hard, unexpected questions
of. visiting Secretary of Defense
Right now, two groups of Donald Rumsfeld.
Some asked why they had to
Americans are keeping the war
in·Iraq from collapsing under the ~o to bcal landfi lls to search for
weight of its own inherent con- scrap metal and bulletproof glass
tradictions: voters. mostly sup- for their trucks. Others asked
·porters of President Bush, who why their families weren't getrefuse to question what U.S. sol- ting their paychecks back home.
And another said he felt that
diers are doi ng in Iraq, and the
they didn 't have enough troops
soldiers themselves.
And to sustain the fallacy that in Iraq to do the job properly.
'Rumsfeld, of course. treated
the war in Iraq can be won, these
the soldiers like pesky reporters,
two groups need each other.
To prove this. all we have to pull ing his "Aw shucks, I' m
dp is look at what happened in doing the best I can" routine.
whi le suggesting that he'd look
Vietnam.
Right around the time U.S. into it.
But, seeing how badly the war
troops in tlie jungles outside of
Khe Sahn or Saigon began to in Iraq seems to be going, and
hear abbut massive prptests given Rumsfeld's recent admisagainst the war back home, their sion that U.S. troops are likely to
frustration with fighting and be in the country for at least
dying in a useless conflict started another four years, it's prqbable
Americans back home will be
to boil over.
Meanwhile, back in the states, hearing more from disgruntled
those who believed the war was soldiers in the future.
If so, Iraq may end up looking
the right thing to do began to
have doubts, as American sol• a hell of a lot more like Vietnam
diers started to show up at than anyone ever expected.
The Bush administration has
protests on the Capi tal steps to
throw their medals for heroism done a masterful job of conv incand bravery back at lawmakers . ing the American public of a
who sent them into harm's way very simple story line: American
without understanding the costs. troops are doing what they have
In the end, Vietnam became a to iri Iraq, the United States will
politically unsustai nable war, prevail and the troops in the field
and President Richard Nixon had have no better friend than the
no choice but to start looking for Bush administration.
But beyond last week's Q-anda face-saving way to bring the
A, there are more than enough
troops home.
_Simplified history lessons signs that all is not well with the
aside, it's easy to see we're cur- American men and women fightrently nowhere near the anti -war ing in Iraq.
Some examples:
.
fervor of 1969 or 1970.
-The military had to intensiNeverthel ess; a recent sign
that all is not well wi th the fy its suicide prevention efforts
American so ldier came to light after 23 U.S. soldiers in Iraq and
last week. and it may prove to be Ku wait killed themselves last
an early crack in the body-armor year.
-In October, 18 soldiers
of public opinion concerning the
refused to make a fuel delivery
war.
During a Dec. 8 town hall in Iraq because the mission and
meeting wi th U.S. troops in equipment were unsafe.
-The Associated
Press
Kuwait preparing to enter Iraq, a
number of soldiers stood up dur- reported earlier this year that
By Mark W. Anderson

Commentary Editor

Spec. Thomas Wilson of the Tennessee National Guard asks
visiting Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld (not pictured) a
question about missing equipment during a Dec. 8 town hall
meeting in Kuwait.

family members back home have
had to buy body armor for troops
sent into battle without any.
- Nonprofit groups who work
w~t h sold iers have reported that
reques1s for information on conscientious objector status have
grown in recent months.
-This month, eight soldiers
filed a lawsuit against stop-loss
orders designed to keep them in
the field longer than the tours of
duty they signed up for.
Even more troubling are the
results published in March of a
U.S. Army survey o f mental
health issues for soldiers in Iraq.
It found that 52 percent of soldiers sa id their morale was low,
72 percent said the morale of
their unit was low and 17 percent
said they had suffered traumatic
stress.
In trying to assess the blame,
the Army pointed to a shortage
of antidepressant and sleeping
pills, inadequate training and illdefined standards of care.
Much of Bush's political success in winning re-election and
keeping the American public
supporting the war has been a
res ult of preventing even the

slightest bit of bad news from
making headlines.
And in that regard, the president has had no better friend
than the media, who have proven
themselves more than willing to
trum pet American successes
while avoiding things like the
Iraqi civilian death counts, the
many billions being spent by the
mi litary and the levels of unhappiness among the troops who are
supposedly fighting for our freedom in a foreign land.
But all that may come to an
end one day, if up and down
Main Streets all over the country,
Americans start asking themselves why we are fighting a war
that not even t~e soldiers themselves believe in.
Or wind up wondering if it's
really true that the Bush adminstration sent American men and
women into battle without giving them what they needed,
despi te spending billions of dolJars to win the war.
Once that starts happening,
who knows where the self-doubt
and frustration from figh ting and
dyi ng in a useless connict will
end up?

The catch-22 of college
By JennHer Sabella
Assislant Campus News Edit~r
Like
Loverboy
says:
l'verybody's working fo r the
weekend. Especially if you' re a
College student.
It takes a Jot to get through
four years of coll ege. First,
there's the money. Then; there's
the money. Finally, you need
money.
And si nce most college students aren't independently
wealthy, that means working
while in school-always a pain
in the ass. But as much as having to juggle work and school
sucks, it wi ll make you a
stronger person in the long run.
At least that's what I'm bank·
ing on.
For students lucky enough to
receive financia l help from their
parents, focusing on homework ,
studying and even extracurricular a_ctivities is plenty to keep

them busy. But what about
those, like me , who don' t ha ve
any help?
It 's hard to believe that everyone has an equal opp0rtunity for
a q ual ity education when so me
students can join school organizations and work on their documentaries while I scrape food
off plates at a hospital and try to
squeeze sleep and studying
somewhere into my day.
As I scooped peas onto plate
after plate in the dim hospital
basement on a recent workday,
thoughts of lost opportunities
and escalating student loan debt
plagued me.
Four years at Columbia total
more than $60,000. With no
co llege savings and no money
from my parents. I thought
fin ancial aid would be plentiful.
Unfortunate ly, it doesn't
work out that way. With the cost
of Ji vi ng increasing all over the
country. it 's obvious th at a fam-

The Columbia Chronicle Is a student-Produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent. in whole or in
pert, the views of college administrators.
lacuHy or students.
All text, photos end graphics are the

property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permiiSion.

ily of fi ve with an income of
less th an $50,000 per year
won't be able to contribute
money for co llege tuitio n along
with their mortgage payments,
car payments, uti lity bills and
grocery tab.
The government looks at it
differently, however. The curse
of the middle class seems to be
a catch-22: not poor enough to
qualify fo r financial assistance,
but not rich enough to pay for
college, either.
Th is means more loans.
Loans that people like me are
depend on to finish a career at
Columbia. Loans that, as a
writer, I will most likely be paying back for the next 40 or 50
years.
Havi ng a large debt · for that
many years is scary, but in order
to make it out of this insti tution
on top. I' ll do what I have to do
to get past the finish line.
I will work seven days a

Editorials are the oplnlona of the EdHorlal
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(a).
Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism

Department or Columbia College Chicago.

week. I will Jive on Diet Coke
and Red Bull if I have to-and
have a soc ial life too. I wi ll take
out loans until I can't take out
any more .. And I will scrape
peas unti l my fin gers turn
blue- all because I refuse to Jet
my hardworking family watch
me give up.
And. in the end. I will refuse
to let my lack of funds ruin my
college experience.
What doesn't kill me; hopefully, will only make me
stronger, and give me a work
ethic that employers wi ll
admire when I graduate. There's
no need to resent those who
have more; you just have to
realize that you may have to
work harder to get what you
want.
And one day. you may be able
to send your own children to
college. And hope they don't
have to scrape food off somebody else's plate just to get by.

Letters to the editor must include lull name, year, maJOr
and phone nmnbcr. All letters are edited for grarnrnar and
may be cut due to a limited space .
· Letters can bo taxed to (312) 344-8430,
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Tho Columbia Chronicle, 823 S. Wabash Avo., Suite 205,

Chicago. Ill. 60605-1996.
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SPACES

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS!
[C]SPACES IS lOOKING fOR GRADUATING STUDENTS
TO SUBMIT HIGH-QUAliTY PHOTOGRAPHS Of
ARTWORK IN ANY MEDIA (IllUSTRATION, PAINTING,
FilM/VIDEO STillS, PERFORMANCE STillS, PHOTOGRAPHY,
ETC.) fOR MANifEST PROMOTIONAl ADVERTISING: POSTERS,
BROCHURES, WEB SITE & MORE. OVER 500,000 PRINT
MATERIALS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED. IF YOU'RE GRADUATING IN
JANUARY, JUNE, OR AUGUST, SUBMIT YOUR WORK AND BE SEEN!

---!

HOW TO SUBMIT: Bring o CD-ROM wilh your imoges ond o prinloul of

the

imoges to: Gloss Curto in Gollery, 1104 S.Wobosh, 1st floor /IMAGE SPECS:
300 dpi, ot leost 5"x5", B&W or Color (CMYK), ioeg, tiff or scoloble eps I

Questions? Anio Greiner, 312.344.6642 or ogreiner@colum.edu

RECEIVED

December 13, 2Q04

JP' , ,

z oo~

COLUMBIA r.01 LFGE liBRAR'f'

[C]Spaces is currently accepting resumes
for a Manifest 2005 Marketing Intern.
lnternsh_ip position for AEMM student.
The Manifest 05 Marketing Intern will concentrat e on marketing
and promoting end-of-year events t o the Columbia College and
South Loop communities and will play a vital role in organizing the
festivaL Th is is a paid, part-time internship.

[C]Spaces sponsors:

Have a HEART
Share the iOV ot ART
Chicago Public Schools K-6
art rooms a re in need of ART SUPPLIES!
Donations needed are:
(New ART SUPPLIES only please. )

For complete job description and qualifications, email Ania
Greiner, Manifest Coordinator, agrei ner@colum .edu
or visit http:/; cspaces.colum.eduj oppo rtunities.php

[C]SPACES IS A DIVISION OF STUDENT
AFFAIRS; FUNDED ENTIRELY GY STUDENT
ACTNITY FEES.
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Tempera cake paints
Paint brushes
Wh ite paper (12x18 preferred)
Oil Pastels
Crayons
Washable markers
Craft notions: beads, pompoms,
glitter, string, yarn ...

C33Gallery

HeEONKT

IENR cocneanweav
33 E Congress, first floor
tE r

hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appt.

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF CLO-LU-M-BI_A_C-OLLL
' EG_E_ C_H-IC-AG-0'

Liminal: An Annual Visual Environments Class Installation Exhibition
December 16, 2004-January 19, 2005
Reception: Thursday, December 16, 5-7 pm
An exhibition of installation works created by beginning CeoterforBook &Paper Arts MFA students in the Interd isciplinary
Arts Department's Visual Environments class. Taught by Melissa Jay Craig.
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hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appt.
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THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBI A COLLEGE CHICAGO

no matter how hard ou tr

ou can't sto us now

December 8, 2004 -January 21, 2005
An exhibition of graffiti style artworks and sketchbooks by the Graffiti Student Organization of Columbia College Chicago
and other select community artists.
Artist Reception with a OJ and Hip Hop Performance by Treo Logic
Wednesday, December 8, 6:30pm-10pm (entry with Columbia id)

C33
GALLERY

HOKIN
CENTER

Glass Curtain Gallery

cona~a~ 1104 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
cen e
hours: M&Th 9-7, Tu, W, F 9-5

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

Glass Curtain Galler closed for maintenance
November 25, 2004- January 30, 2005
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-.mccorrnickmuseum·

· . .org

RECEIVED
DEC 1 J 2004
COLUMBIA COLLEGE UBRARY

artist commission: at least $100,000
show the wortd what america's freedoms mean lo you
an international competition to commission a work of art
deadline extended, entries due by february 25; 2005

go lo www.mccormickmuseum.org for more details

n
br
OLLEGE NEWSPAPER WORKSHOP
Monday, 3 cr. 12:00-2:50

53-3530-01

The ·columbia Chronicle, the weekly college newspaper and its website is
written by this class. Students get hands-on experience in writing and
reporting, copy editing, and headline writing.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing, 3.0 GPA or permission from faculty advisor or general manager.
Must have completed Reporting for Print and Broadcast with a "B" or better.
._._,...--.~...a

----~~

-------

Chris Rlcbelt • crichertecolum.ectu or Jim Sulsld at pu~U~ecohnActu

Zoo bids Babs

\

a fond farewell
0

Gorillas mourn deceased in wild, officials say

Associated Press

After Babs the gorilla died at
Brookfield Zoo, keepers decided
to allow surviving gorillas to
mourn the death of the most influential female in their social fam ily.
One by o ne o n Dec. 7, the goril las filed into the Tropic World
budding where Babs' body lay.
anns outstretched . in :111 event that
primate curator Melinda Pruen
Jones called a "gori IIa wake.''
Babs' 9-year-~ld daughter Bana
was the fi rst to approach the body,
fo llowed by her mother. Alpha,
43. Bana sa t down. held Babs ·
hand wi th one of her own and
stroked her mother's sto mach.
Then she sat down and la id her
head on Babs' arm.
" II was like they used to do in
the exhibit, lying side by side o n

Mission

the mountain." keeper Beny
Green said. "Then Bana rose up
and looked at us and moved to
Babs' other side. tucked her head
under the other arm. and stroked
Babs' stomach.''
·
The other animals. includi ng
Binti Jua . 16. Nadaya. 3. and
Koola . 9. also approached Babs
and gentl y sniffed the body. Only
the s ilve rback mal e leader,
Ramar. 36. stayed away.
Keepers said the display wasn't
surprising. because Babs had been
a beloved leader of the gorillas.
"She was the dominant female
of the gro up. the peacekeeper, the
discipl inarian, the one who kept
th ings in a harmonious state,"
Pruen Jones said.
Koo la brought her infant
daughter, whom Babs had showered with anentio n s ince her
August birth .

AP

Zookeepers organized a wake for Babs, a recently deceased gorilla at the Brookfield Zoo on Dec. 7.
Zoo officials were inspired by a similar ceremony at an Ohio zoo, and decided to give the surviving
gorillas a chance to pay respects to their matriarch.
"Koola inspected Babs' mouth
for a whi le, then held her baby
close to Babs. like she loved to do
the last couple months, le ning
Babs admire her," G reen said.
The keepers decided after the
30-year-old gorilla was diagnosed

last September with an incurable
kidney condition that she would
be euthan ized if she suffered too
much. Then at a workshop in
Columbus, Ohio, keepers saw a
videotape of a gorilla wake and
decided they would do the same

for Babs.
"We do n't know if there is any
benefit to the animals for doi ng
this or not," lead keeper C raig
Demitros said. " In the wild, gori llas are known to pay respects to
their dead in a similar fashion."

Burke said that the Ounce of
Preventi on Fund 's Beethoven
Project, which was founded in
1986 to provide care for children
from birth to age 5, was housed at
4946 S. State St., on the second
floor of one of the Robert Taylor
Homes hi gh-ri ses. By the mid1990s, gang vio lence in the Robert
Taylor Ho mes had jeopardized the
children's safety for so long that
offic ials from the O unce of
Prevention Fund began to consider
a new faci lity.
"II reached the point where we
called for pol ice to escort chi ldren
and parents o ut of the buildi ng,"
Burke said.
While the c ity was in the midst
of tearing down the stretch of public ho using hig h-rises alo ng State
Street, Burke said , the organizatio n was eyeing an empty lo t
across the street from the Robert
Taylor Homes fo r a new build ing
near DuSable High School, 4934
S. Wabash Ave ., and Farren F ine
Arts E lementary School, 5055 S.
State St.
The Ounce of Prevention Fund's
founder, the late Irving Harris,
introduced the organization's officials to Tigerman. and the two parties started planning a new facility
for the Beethoven Project, Burke
said. He explained that the Ounce
of Prevention Fund to ld Tigerman
exactly what it wanted in a building and Tigerman came up with a
suitable concept.
The organization acquired the
land at 5044 S. Wabash Ave., and
Tigerrnan 's vision became reality.
The Beethoven Project, now called
Educare, was given a bui lding that
Burke said was more appealing
than some educational facilities. He
sees Tigerrnan 's design as a far cry
from the institutio nal ambiance and
ineffic ient spaces usually alloned
for social serv ice programs.
Ti german designed the Educare
Center wit h amenities requested by
the o rganization, such as 13 c lassrooms, a courtyard-style play area,
washable walls and plenty of windows. Burke said. Plus, Tigerman
added some · of his own to uches.
The classrooms for younger children resemble houses, the classrooms fo r older chi ldren resemble

old-fashioned school houses and all
of the buildings are brightly colored.
"When we were building [it], we
heard more than o nce from fam ilies, 'This can' t be for us; this is
too nice,"' Burke said. " He's given
us a building where as soon as parents see it, they know it's a warm,
welcome building for children."

buildi ngs, like those of the Pacific
Garden Mission, come from lowincome backgrounds and aren' t
used to having build ings designed
for them that are contemporary
rather than institutional, Gang said.
With this new buildi ng, she
explained, the mission's residents
wi II feel a sense of hope.
Tigerman had this in mind when
planning a new building for the
mission-he wanted to design a
structure that exuded o ptimism.
Homeless people, he explained.
are neglected, not just by architects, but also by others who are
not homeless.
#
''These people are ignored -by
members of society who have
selective amnesia," Tigerman said.
Garofalo said he sees Tigerman
as more than an architect-he sees
him as an educator. Tigerrnan's
work, he explained, is challenging
in that it is intellectual: It considers
aesthetics along with practicality.
" It doesn't surprise me that he's
doing this project," Garofalo said.
" He has a very generous relationship with his clients and his colleagues.· am:! ) think that's a rare
thing."

Continued from Back Page
that impressed him and city officials the most was a series of gardens o n the third and to pmost floor
of the facility.
Tigerman said these gardens
would be grown in greenhouses
using two methods: hydroponics
and traditio nal gardeni ng. What
would make the gardens unique. he
explained, is that mission residents
would anend to them. just as some
mission residents work in other
positions at Pacific Garden.
Tigerman proposes that the mission residents will grow organic

Theresa Scarbrough/The Chronicle

At a Dec. 9 community meeting at Jones College Prep, 606
S. State St., David McCarrell,
president of the Pacific Garden
Mission, discusses Stanley
Tigerman's plans for the mission's new facility.
ways--or indoor streets, as
Tigerman calls them-give residents and employees access to all
of the facility's amenities.
At the building's core will be a
landscaped, open-air courtyard for
recreation and relaxatio n. Each of
the building's fl oors surrounds the
courtyard and is set back farther
than the one below it. This,
Tigerrnan explained, creates 20foot wide terraces that not o nly
make space fo r counseling and
daytime educational programs, but
also allow for ample sunlight to
reach every fioor.
Tigerma n said the building
would also meet the U.S. G reen
Building Council's Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
standards, mean ing it would be
certified as a sustainable facility.
McCarrell said he and other mission officials are impressed wi th
Tigerman 's design.
" I think the first time we saw it
in Stan's offi ce, I was breathless,"
he said at last week's co mmunity
meeting. 'They've become friends
of o urs through the project."

'Bac k to the soli'
Despite all of these featu res.
McCarrell said. the design aspec t

to matoes that could be sold to
restaurants and retailers.
"It's o ne thing to teach in the
secular sense; it's q uite another to
do." Tigerman said. "Instead of
warehousi ng people, the greenhouse is an attempt to bring these
people back into society by giving
them jobs."
Tigerrnan refers 10 this work as
"goi ng back to the soil" or "going
back to basics." He said he
believes working in a garden ties
into the religious teachings of the
mission, because in both cases, residents learn how to establish foundatio ns for their lives. Through
re li gious ed uca tio n. residents
establish mora l values. and
th rough work ing in the soi l. they
learn the value of labor.
At the community meeting,
McCarre ll said that while working
w ith Ti german, the architec t
described the Pacific Garden
Mission's service as planting seeds
in people's hearts and watching
them reach fru ition. The gardens
would serve as a metaphors. allowing residents to plant physica l
seeds of their own they can watch
blossom.

A previous project
It is ideas such as the rooftop
green ho use that have established
Tigerman as a sought-after, forward-thinking architect. Michael
Burke, director of communications
for the Ounce of Prevention Fund,
a no nprofit group that works in the
field of early chi ld hood development. said his organization was f(lrtunate to work with Tigerman on its
Educarc Ccmer o n the South Side.

Attending to their needs
Burke and other Chicago architects said they believe the Pacific
Garden Missio n would benefit
fro m Tigerrnan 's involvement with
its new facility, just as the O unce
of Prevention Fund benefited.
One of Tigerrnan's best qualities
is that he takes the time to listen to
his clients and cater to their needs,
Burke said. Tigerrnan recognizes
that his clients are the experts o n
what aspects their new faci lities
requ ire, Burke explained, . and
because of this, the mission will get
a facility that meets its unique
needs.
Do ug Garofalo, president of
Garofalo Architec ts, is pleased
with Tigerman 's desig n fo r the
mission. He worked for Tigerman
as a faci litator for Archeworks, a
one-year, pos t-profes~iona l program fou nded in 1994 that teaches
people how to design buildings for
those in need. The program was
the brainchild of Tigerman and
Eva Maddox, of the architectural
fi rm Eva Maddox Associates.
Garofalo said he thinks part of
the reason Tigerrnan 's work is so
apprec iated by social service
organizations like the Paci fi c
Garden Mission is that his designs
let underprivileged people who use
the facilities know that someone
cares about them.
"If the mission's [goal] is 10.
inspire people and get them back
on track, the design plays a key
role in that," he said.
Gang. who is also a fo rmer
Archeworks faci litator, agreed,
saying Tigerman designs bui ldings
with an awareness of the kinds of
people who use the faci lities. and a
thoughtfulness abo ut how those
people use the facilities.
Many patrons of Tigerman 's

NEW B
Ground Floor.
2nd Floor:
3rd Floori · Aho'ft Ground:

*62,876
48,509
13,178
124,563

Basement:
Total:

43,753
168,316

S.W. Greenhouse:
N.E. Greenhouse:
Greenhouse Total:

13,570
16,660
30,230

Gnnving Space:

60,460
• Squan: Feet

2nd Floor:
3rd Floor.
Total:

718 Beds
196 Beds
916 Beds

Auditorium:
Dining:

741 Seats
684Seats
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• • #1 Spring Break Website! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www.sprin gbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202

Columbi~

Chronicle

PRO VOICE LESSONS -AS LOW
AS $5!!! Professionally Trained
Vocalist & Vocal Coach Offering
Lessons for Beginner Students:
liveliveliveagain @yahoo.com

Cl~ssifieds

Looking for someone proficient in
using Final Cut 2 editing software to
teach it to a Columbia alumni. Will pay
per lesson. I can meet the tutor on
. campus. I have my own laptop & FC2
software. Call 312-576-1 156.

Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by 5p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishingdate.

LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS
PARTNER/MINI-DV ED ITOR.
Call Joe at847-414-0762.
ciao362002 @yahoo.com.

Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per wordwith
a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paidin
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order.

1Online

Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2 By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy alongwith your
full name. city. state. zip code andphone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert. 600S. Michigan
Ave.. Chicago, IL 60605.
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Moon Light Bakers •

I
I•

• C h ips a n d S alsa , Cook i es, B r ownies .•
R ed B ull , Moc h a F rappucinos, and

Mo o n Li g

Custom fashion designs by
Baltimore's best fashion designer,
Adrian Tyson of Red Chambers. One-of
a kind outfits for parties and fashion
shows to proms and weddings.
Reasonable pricing. Also, private
modeling sessions for aspiring
models. Contact Adrian. Tyson at:
RedChambers_ byAdrian @yahoo.com

Three Ways toPlace aClassified Ad

r·
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~: '~ a k e r s . c o m

Op e n from 9pm-3am
Sat- T hu r

312-212-1660
~ ee ~elivery! l im ited a~ea . $10 . 00 min . ; de~

M4MUSA.com the #1 gay college
dating website IM chat and 1OOO's of
picture ads. America's largest gay
dating service enter code UC29.

3 By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along withyour
full name. city. state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to 312/344-8032.

This is Columbia.

CHRONICLE

your paper. your news. your v oice.
www.columbiochronicle.com _
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,, Merry Christmas !
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soups

k'of December 13 - 17
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in;~ Bread 8owl ......
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With tortma·chipt sou'r cream..
ar. ~.,.antf;Sree9 pnipr( ~ "
'
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~4.25

.
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rha mayo;;:tomato and avocado
ith potato c~ips
:
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".

Italian Sausage 1ortellini
tuesday

'

a~...~~~ .. ~utkev:eocca.cia
Sandwich
..... _ $4.00
!&f}@
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'
.
.
-. ·4

monday

~

Cream of Artichoke
wednesday

Vegetable Beef
:;;

Salad ........;.:....................................... $4.5 o

chill or vegetable chili. lettuce.. tomato.
eddar cheese.. salsa. sour creamand guacamole

thursday

Cheddar Vegetable

happy holidays!
the underground cafe . basement - 600 south michigan

_
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Fire

Continued from Front Page

"We have not received control
of the buildin g from the city
yet," Platt sa id. "Our No. I priority right now is to get into the
building and assess the damage
and begin the entire recovery."
Because of Columbia's experience with fire-damaged photography, two staff members from
the M oCP have also been asked
to help with the photo restoration, Deborah Peterso n, th e
museum's collections manager,
and Marcy LeBrun , the curatorial assistant.
" There was a fire here [at the
MoCP] in '99 that damaged our
photo collection," Slemmons said.
"Most of the work was in a vau lt,
so it stayed pretty safe, but the fire
damaged 100 pictures or so."
Although the curator ial offices
for
the
L aSalle
Bank
Photography Collection are on
the 15th noor. he said that most
of the LaSalle pieces were being
displayed on the walls, which
could make the restoration effort
a bit tri ckier.
Artists ' anxieties
There.sa

Fire trucks line LaSalle Street near the burning LaSalle Bank
building, 135 S. LaSalle St.

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Pedestrians pack Quincy Street on Dec. 6 to view the blaze on
the 29th floor.

S'(lertus

Besides tapping Slemmons
and company as advisers,
Columbia has had a close relati onship with LaSalle in the past,
from
displ ayi ng
work
in
LaSalle's collection at the M CP
to ha vi ng Col umbia faculty
members included in the bank's
prestigious
collectio n,
Slemmons said.
Bob Thall , chairman of the
Photography Department, fulltime photo faculty members Paul
D' Ama to and Dawoud Bey. and
part-time faculty members Terry
Evans and Melissa Pinney, and
Art and Design Department
chairman Jay Wolke are a few
Columbia faculty members who
ha ve work featured in the
LaSalle collection.
Wolke wondered about some
of his photographs that are in the
LaSalle Bank collection.
"As someone who does have a

number of pieces in the collection, I was concerned," Wolke
said. "Not for my own work . I
was concerned for all the other
great artists in the collection."
"[ L aSalle] trul y has one of the
great photograph y co llections i n
the world," Wolke said. " They
bought a huge number of important pieces and they use them as
an aesthetic element for their
business."
Thall said that he gave a photography lecture at the LaSalle
B ank building a week before the
fire.
" I think a number o f us have
given talks over there," Thall
said. " They run a regular photography lecture series. Also,
the assistant curator [at L aSalle].
Wh itney Bradsha w, is a graduate
o f our program.
"They have one o f the 6est priva te ph otography collections
around. A lot of us are worried
about it," Thall sa id.
L aSa lle began publi shing
books of photography in recent
years and a yet-to-be- r~l eased
book, Chicago, includes work
from a number of Columbia's
faculty.
" They have a really strong

concentration in Chicago and
Chicago photography," Thall
said. " They have a lot of historical photographs, probabl y worth
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
I mean photographs with historical importance."

Quick Fact
In March 2002, the
·x Museum of
Contemporary
Photography at
Columbia disp layed a series of
photos from the
LaSalle Bank
Photography .
Collection called
~The Great
Chicago Fire of .
· '1871 ." The gallery
featured 40 photographs taken two
weeks afte-r the
Great Chicago ·
· Fire.
:;

Theresa Scarbroogh/The Chronicle

A helicopter hovers around the LaSalle Bank building to illuminate the floors on fire.

Continued from Back Page

''The building hardening, as a
concept, is under investigation,
and to what extent is too soon to
te ll," Jacobs said.
The building will be almost 120
feet shorter than the around 280
foot ceiling cap for buildings on the
landmarked street. It is also basically composed in the same vertical
style as the existing architecture in
the area, even though the new site
is not as wide as the current Spertus
building. The lost space will be
made up for in the building's depth.
According to Gomberg. the new
structure will end up having 40 percent more room.
State-of-the-art construction
technology, such as the glass
hardening. wi ll make the building
more efficient, she said. This is a
way the building wi ll be different
from its hi storic neighbors, but
the basic composition and structu re of the building still renects
landmark requirements.
Al ice Sinkevi tch, executive
director of the Chicago cha pter of
the American
I nstitute
of
Arch itects and editor o f the A /A
Guide to Chicago, 'a id the new
de!.ign will be good for the wcet.
" It w1ll benefit the existing historic buildings because it will
draw more attention to what\
already there," S1nkcvitch !.aid.

" It wi ll really solidify that end of
[Michigan Avenue] ."
The building will al so affect
the area, not j ust the look o f the
South M ich igan Avenue skyline.
T he institute's glass design will
face Grant Park , which was
recently brought up to date with
Millennium Park at the north
end. The modern style wi ll be a
departure from the traditional
archi tecture Grant Park currently
faces.
Bob O'Nei ll, Grant Park
Conservancy founder and Grant
Park Advisory Council president,
sai d the new building is very
important to the park because of
its visibility. The response has
been enormously pos iti ve, he
said.
"The impact will be very positive on Grant Park and the area,"
O'Neill said. " It 's a modern
design integrated w ith historic
elements, which is important
because it is very visible."
O'Neill said the glass fron t wi ll
provi de park visitors wit h the
ability to see the institute's activi ty, which he said will "integrate it
with the wmmunity."
As for the institute's current
location, Gomberg said that they
hope the building will 'tay "' an
education center. With Spertu s

moving next door to Columbia's
Alexandrolf Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave., the vacancy
could be filled by Columbia.
Alic ia Berg, vice president of
campus environment, said that the
school is still a potential buyer.
" We never stopped looking at
that as an option-we 're still

interested," Berg said.
Berg also said that the design for
the new neighboring building will
be positive for " a part of Michigan
Avenue that needs identity."
The institute will stay in its
current location unti I the new
faci lity is ready, wh ich is scheduled for completion in 2007.

Accordin g to Gomberg, the
building will cost about $40 million to construct. Spertus recently moved closer to this figure
with a gift from the Joseph and
Bessie Feinberg Foundation,
which offered $5 million for the
institute to complete a 400-seat
auditorium.

David MakVThe Chrooide

The Spertus Institute for Jewish Studies will be built on the vacant lot on the south side of Columbia's
Alexandroff Center, 600 S . Michigan Ave. The college is eyeing the existing location for expansion.
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New studio plays role
in city's film industry
0
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Peaceful protest

Lawndale film studio could provide Columbia students with jobs in field

By Andy Cline
Associate Editor

Swee th ea rt deals a nd tax
breaks have lead to a boom in the
Illino is fi lm industry, and a proposed Law nda le stud io cou ld
solidify C hicago as the second
c ity of film.
On Nov. 3. Mayor Ri chard M.
Dal ey introduced a plan to the
c ity council to bu ild the comp lex
on the West Side. The almost $44
million complex will be built o n
a fo rme r illegal dumps ite in
North Lawndale, according to
Peter Scales, a spokesman fo r
the c ity 's
Department o f
Planning and Development.
The building site. located at
4300-58 W. Roosevelt Road, will
occ upy II ac res of land . The
comp lex will be known as
Central City Studios and will be
the only studi o of its kind in the
city.
"Transformin g thi s form e r
dumpin g ground into a state-ofthe-art movie and television studio complex is an inc redible
accompli shme nt." Daley said in
a briefing. "The redevelopment
story is worthy of a movie script

itself."
The complex is expected to
serve as a monetary and economic boost to a community that
needs investment. It is expected
to co ntribute more than $94 million annuall y to Chi cago's economy, as well as providi ng more
than 1.200 full- and pan-time
jobs, accordin g to a press
release.
·'The $94 millio n mark we fee l
is conservative," Scales s aid.
"The movie busi ness is big bus iness and this could be th e shot in
the arm that C hi cago's fi lm
indust ry needs."
The proposal, if passed, could
be benefic ia l to Colum bia graduates as well.
" My overarc hi ng interest is in
seeing C hi cago rise aga in as a
creative center for visua l media
production, so our graduates
have the option of staying in the
region to develop the ir own projects and careers," said Bruce
Sheridan, chairman o f the Film
and Video Departmen t at
Columbi a.
The complex will be approx imately 182.900 square feet, and
wi ll include five sound stages.

AP

A film studio on Chicago's West Side comes at the same time as
a boom in the state's film industry. Major motion pictures such as
'Ocean's Twelve' have been shot in Chicago in the past year due
to Gov. Rod Blagojevich's tax breaks for films.
. witnesses, a
a 60-yearthey fo und
·.!lie
on the men's room
floor with his genitals exposed.
pleasuring h imself. A .l ibrary
" security guard detained the
offender untj l police arrived.
A black 19!19 Oldsmobile
Police responded to a report C utlass Sierra was stolen off the
unlaw ful entry at George's street at 1300 S. State St.
Lounge, 646 S. Wabash betweelj 4 p .m. and 4:05 p.m. on
. at 9:45 a.ll). o n Dec. 6. Dec. 4 . No one has been arrested
an employee opened the . in.connection with this incide nt.
thar . morning, she , :·'•..··. Y .
..
the l;iurglary gate w~s .~~ "'4 P; lice responded to a report
nn,d about ,, of a A;im_p le. battery at 800 S.
ftom tltei:ash ;Michigan' (>.Y'e: ~t <l 2:30 a.m. on
been arrest- Dec. •S •.,The victims, two 38·co,nnc:cti,on. with this inci- ; yeai-old 'males, told police they
were arguing wiJh the offender,
. whb is believed ro be a 17- to
18-year-pld male, when the
offender punched one of the victims in the face. The offender
then. attacked the other victirn,
wbo ~as' atten(iing to his friend.
.... '

~

two o f which are 28,800 square
feet and three that are 18,000
square feet, a 2 1.660 square foot
mezzanine and a parking lot that
wil l ho ld approx imatel y 450
cars.
The bui lding was designed by
Bastien and Assoc iates Inc. and
Campbe ll Tiu Campbell. both
architecture firms with in the
c it y. Ra leigh E nterpr ises . the
largest builder of independent
film fac il ities in North America.
wi II manage and operate the studio.
Local
bui lders
Stephen
A ll ison and Donald Jackson,
who originally proposed the
plan in 1999, wil l work in conj unction with Raleigh to build
the complex, Scales said.
The city owns the land and
Raleigh would have to purchase
it at a price tag of $1.1 million .
T he ci ty, however, has agreed in
principle to provide $ 10.5 million in Tax. Incremen t Financing
assistance.
The forme r illegal dumpsite
was fill ed with demolition debris
and soil, but after a two-year
c lean-up effort that ended in
December 1997. offic ials expect
no ill effects.
"The site is c le an." Scales
sa id. "There are no anticipated
problems."
If this project comes to pass.
stati s tics show that the film
industry in Chicago could possibly benefit greatl y. According to
the Illinois Fil m Office, Illinois
earned more than $25 million in
2003 , down from recent years.
inc ludi ng a $72 milli on profit in
200 1.
The proposal is be ing released
in the wake of the passing of the
Ill inois Fi lm Production Serv ices
Tax C redit Act. The Ac t- e ffecti ve on Jan. I, 2004-gives a 25
percent tax break for filmmakers
in Illino is. With the tax incentive
in place, Rich Moskal. director
of the Chicago Fi lm Office,
believes it will bring more business to C hicago.
" I don' t believe the film st udio
has anything to do with the tax
break," Moska l said. "It is well
timed, but the studio has been in
the work s fo r a few years."
Since the tax incenti ve went
int o effec t, however, C hicago
The offender fled before police
arrived, and the victims were
transported to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital. No one has
been arrested in connection witb
this incident.
A simple baitery occurred at
a residence at 1007 S . State St.
at 8:40 a.m. o n Dec. 4 . P olice
responded to a report of a stabbing, but when they arrived,
they found this to be false .
However, the two offenders, a
46-year-old male and a 34-yearold male. wbo are neighbors,
were found figh ting when police
ar;rived . The 4(/-year-o\d had
cuts on his arms and hands, and
the 34-year-old bad a · bruised
shoulder. No one has bee n
arrested in connection with this
incident .

-Compiled by Jeff Danna
through info rmation provided by
the Chicago Police Department

•
Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Tenzin Passang, a member of the Tibetan Alliance of
Chicago, portrays Tibetan Buddhist teacher Tenzin Delek
Rinpoche at a peace rally in front of the Wate,r Tower at
800 N. Michigan Ave. The teacher was sentenced to
death for crimes he did not commit.
has seen an inc rease in prod ucti on boasting major movie titles
such as Batman Begins, starring
Christi a n Bale; The Weather
Man. starring Nicolas Cage; and
Ocean 's Twelve, with George
Clooney and Brad Pitt.
Plans for the complex incl ude
raising revenue by renting o ut
studio space for filmin g and televis ion production compa nies.
This process wi ll allow incoming
companies to be accommodated
with all of the technical eq uipment needed to produce films
and televisio n shows.
The proposal, as it stands now,
is still before the finance com-

mince. Assumi ng the proposa l is
approved, the bu ilders will begin
work in spri ng 2005. A finished
product would not be expected
until at least a year after the
ground breaking.
'The ci ty is behind the project
both financially and in spirit."
Moskal said. "There are expectations of making news in the film
industry nationwide."
Raleigh a nd the bui lding contractors have formed an all iance
with the mayor 's Office o f
Workforce Developme nt in order
to train local residents within the
neighborhood
for
possible
employ ment.

•

•
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Man on a mission
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Chicago architect seeks to re-establish Pacific Garden Mi ssion 's identity

"f.lil'MfOf\Cts where poignancy is built in- not

By Jeff Danna
C1ty Beat Edrtor

When Chicago architect Jeanne
Gang used to work for Booth
l lansen Assoc iates. at Dearborn
:md H:mison streets, the neo n cross
procla iming "Jesus Saves'' suspended over the entrance of the
nearby Pacific Garden Mission
stood out to her as a symbol of opt imism. an offering of deliverance.
That cross and that message, to
Ga ng. was the mission's ident ity.
Now Gang is an architect for the
Studio Gang Architects fi nn. and
Booth Hansen relocated to 333 S.
Des Plaines St.. but the missio n
and its cross arc still at 646 S. State
St. . where they ha ve spent the better part of the la st century.
However. as Jones College Prep.
606 S. State St., prepares to expand
o nto the mission's property. Pacific
Garden could relocate to a site
agreed upon by offi cial s from the
mission and C hicago Public
Schools at 14th Place and Canal
Street.
Because the Pac ific Garde n
Mi ssio n has spent such a long time
in the same cluster of buildings.
Gang said. she believes. the organization needs a breath of fresh air
from a design standpoint.
" If they can have a building that
renews the ir identity ... that would
encourage more peo ple to spread
the message of what they do,"
Gang said.
A fresh look
-n,at 's where Stanley Tigennan
comes in.
Tigennan, a renowned Chicago
architect from the Tigerman
McCurry Architects finn , was chosen by mission officia ls to design
their new facility. ln 43 years as an

R~J.i"4 \ltW"to- I like building facilities that help
D~0f~· '2oo4
COLLEGE LIBRARY

ite<;t working under his own
name,..Tigennan said, he has been
comrrutted to using his art to give
back to society. Hi s bui ld ings
incl ude the Il linois Reg iona l
Library for the Blind and
Physicall y Handicapped. 1055 W.
Roosevelt Road: the Ami-Cruelty
Society's facility, 5 10 N. LaSalle
St.: and the Holocaust Memorial
Fo undation of Illinois in suburban
Skokie.
He said he has turned down jobs
designing commerc ial and residential buildings in favor of projects
for social service and educational
organizations.
" I like projects where poignancy
is built in- not greed, not ego,"
Tigerman explained. " I like bui lding facilities that help people."
Garden
Mission
Pacific
President David McCarrell said he
initially came in contact with
Tigennan in 1999 when the city

fil ed a claim of eminent domain
for the property to speed up the
relocation process. Tigennan was
to serve as an expert wi tness in the
case. but his serv ices were not
needed.
However. McCarrel l said. the
mission 's
situation
intrig ued
Tigennan, and he signed on as the
project's architect.
Fo r the Pacific Garden Mission,
Tigennan planned a state-of-theart. nearly 170.000 square-foot
facility designed to meet the specific needs of the mission's
employees and patrons.

Room to improve
On the 62,000 square-foot
ground floor, the building will feature space for the mission's free
medical clinic, aud.itorium, food
service fac ilities and radio studio
where the mission's "Unshackled"

-Stanley Tigerman

Photos by Theresa Scarbrough/The Chroniclo
Architect Stanley Tigerman hopes his design for the new Pacific
Garden Mission facility (above) will allow the organization to
expand its services.
radio program can be produced .
This leve l will also include
16,000 square feet for a ministry
and educational space, such as
classrooms and lectu re halls.
McCarrell said that with this classroom space, the mission hopes to
expand its educational programs,
such as its GED and financial
courses. He also said the new facility will include a computer lab for
its patrons, which, currently, is
only offered at the mission's
women and children's facility, the
Gospel League Home, 955 W.
Grand Ave.
The 48,000 square-foot second
floor wi ll include space for more

classrooms, a library and separate
dormitories for men and for ~
women and children, Tigerrnay
said.
With the building's design,
Tigerrnan aimed to provide muchneeded space for the Pacific
Garden Mission's programs and
amenities.
"What they' ve done [with their
current facility], from my point of
view, is a miracle with their space
constraints," he said during a Dec.
9 community meeting at Jones
about the negotiations between the
mission and the school.
Througho ut the building, walkSee Mission, Page 20

City gives Spertus thumbs
up on plans for new facility
0

Columbia officia ls express interest in buying the current Spertus location

By Alicia Dorr
City Seal Editor

The row of historic bu ild ings
on Sout h Mi chi gan Avenue is
abo ut to gel a new. comemporary
loo k.
The City of C hi cago Plan
Commi ss io n ga ve the Spe rtu s
Institute for Jewish Studi es. 61 X
S. Michigan Ave .. the green light
on its plans for a

n ~w.

modern

fac ility. T he insti tute, located just
north o r Columbia's St~ ut h
Campus
Buildtng, 624
S.
Mic higan . 1\vc .. is set to begin
t:o nstructi on o u the vat:ant one-

Courtesy Spertus lnslllule of Jewish Studies
The Spe rtus Institute for Jewish Studies, 618 S. Michigan Ave.,
plans to build a new headqua rters in the lot next to their existing
location. The glass structure, a departure from the historic buildings on South Michigan Avenue the city's approval.

third acre lot nex t I n its ex isting
headquart ers in Spring 2005.
The I 0-story build ing, designed
by architectural firm K rucc k &
Sexton. will have a d i:ttttOtllll ike
www.ColumbiiChronlelt.com

glass fa~ade. II will house the
institute 's museum, college and
library. as we ll as support space
and a famil y celller. T he new
building wi ll a lso boast central
Chi cago's only kosher deli , and
more than 50 percelll of its
rooftop will be green.
T he bui lding wi ll have to meet
certain require ments because it is
in a city-designated landmark district. As far as the design. however. no changes were made to the
proposal given to the commi ssion.
accordi ng to
Pe te Sca les.
spokesman for the Department of
Plann ing attd Developme nt.
Now that the plans have been
approved , Spert us is work ing w ith
Krueck & Sexton to fortify the
glass structure against weatheritt g.
Accordi ng to Betsy

Gomberg, directo r o f institutional
outreach for Spenus, the building
wi II be hardened to protect it from
o utside conditions and to maintain the inside climate for the
more than 500,000 historic artifacts.
"T he technology will be integrated through every aspect of the
build ing. instead o f like other
bu ildings that have to be modified
late r," Gomberg said .
Security is also a concern in the
post 9/1 1 e ra. according to
Gombe rg. Kru eck & Sexton
architect Tom Jacobs said that
high-performance glass would be
used on the build ing. making it
environment:tll y comfortable. but
there arc no speci fics.
See Spertus, Page 22

